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I

ran’s agreement to allow Russian strategic bombers unprecedented use of one of its major
air bases to conduct the carpetbombing of rebel targets in Syria signals the emergence of a new
military alliance in the Middle East
that could have significant regional
and global consequences.
In the first Russian operation —
August 16th — six long-range Tu22M3 bombers took off from Iran’s
Nojeh air base outside Hamadan,
south-west of Tehran, to blast jihadist strongholds in the Syrian
provinces of Aleppo, Deir ez-Zor
and Idlib.
There were more raids on August
17th in support of the forces of Syrian President Bashar Assad, who is
now totally reliant on the military
power of his key allies, Russian and
Iran.
It is not clear how frequent the air
strikes from Hamadan will become
but Russia can be expected to step
them up, probably for an extended
period, since using the Iranian base
allows the Tu-22s to carry much
larger bomb loads than they have
from airfields in southern Russia
since Moscow’s September 2015 intervention in Syria.
So far, the indications are that
Russia is not establishing a permanent base at Hamadan but using
Nojeh, with its 4.8km runways, as a
forward staging and refuelling base
for strikes against Assad’s foes in
Syria. But even so, the Iran-based
Russian blitz could dramatically
turn the tide of Syria’s savage war.
Leading Iranian lawmaker Alaeddin Boroujerdi, a key figure in
defence policymaking, said the
Hamadan move was ordered by the
Supreme National Security Council
headed by Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) welcomes Iranian leader Hassan Rohani during their meeting in
Baku, on August 8th.
This sharp escalation in the use
of Russian air power appears to be a
direct consequence of an offensive
by an unexpected alliance of Syrian
rebel groups that broke the regime’s
siege of the opposition-held sector
of the strategic city of Aleppo on
August 6th. This is not something
Tehran or Moscow wants to see repeated.
There are also wider strategic implications for the escalation in Russian-Iranian military collaboration.
The Hamadan deal is seen by
some as a prod to the Americans
to cooperate with Russia — thus acknowledging Moscow’s status as a
major power — by coordinating air
strikes against jihadists in Syria or

The Hamadan
deal is seen by
some as a prod to
the Americans to
cooperate with
Russia.
face increasing Russian intervention. Washington has been dragging
its feet on that project.
There is a wider significance for
the turbulent Middle East. Iran’s
Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani
emphasised that Tehran’s defence
links with Russia are “strategic”.
Ali Shamkhani, head of Iran’s Su-

preme National Security Council,
has tied Iran’s growing military coordination with Russia to the Islamic Republic’s swelling confrontation
with its old rival Saudi Arabia.
He condemned Saudi support for
Syrian rebels and its intervention in
Yemen. “It is not acceptable for the
Muslim world to see Saudi Arabia
investing towards the empowerment of terrorist and takfiri groups
[Tehran-speak for Sunni jihadists]
instead of fighting the occupation
of the Zionist regime,” he declared.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.
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Egypt left with few options as economy slumps
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he
Egyptian
Central
Bank’s failure to manage
foreign currency reserves
and the government’s inability to control inflation
or offer innovative solutions are
deepening Cairo’s economic crisis.
“The Central Bank has been
pursuing policies that are making
things worse,” economist Rashad
Abdo said. “The economic crisis is
getting out of control and the government’s options are limited.”
The government has taken up
what it describes as its “only option”: borrowing from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Cairo
reached an initial agreement with
the IMF for a $12 billion assistance
package over three years. The loan
will, however, raise Egypt’s foreign
debt to $65 billion.
Economists said the loan would
do nothing to bridge the budget

An Egyptian man walks past a poster showing a US dollar outside
an exchange office in Cairo, on August 17th.
deficit of almost $30 billion, boost
foreign currency reserves or keep
the economy running.
Egypt’s foreign currency reserves
have fallen to $15.5 billion, down

from $36 billion in 2010. The Central Bank is losing a foreign currency battle against black market
traders, even after it had devalued
the national currency, the pound,

by almost 30% earlier this year.
The Central Bank is considering closing the nation’s foreign exchange offices and many black market foreign currency traders have
been jailed.
Economists said this was an example of how monetary and financial policies are designed to treat
symptoms, not the disease.
“This has been the case with everything here: The inflation, the decline in exports, the rise in imports
and also the lack of foreign investment,” said Saeed Tawfiq, an economics professor at Ain Shams University. “Instead of closing down
the foreign exchange offices, the
government should treat these economic malaises.”
Consumer inflation in urban areas
was 14.8% in July, exports fell by almost 40% last year and imports by
30%, putting pressure on foreign
currency reserves.
Importers said they cannot get
dollars for their deals from the
banks and have to obtain them on
the black market at higher rates.

This is reflected in the prices of
goods they import and sell in the local market.
Also significantly hurting the
economy is the decline in tourism
revenues that fell in the first eight
months of 2016 by 74% compared
with the same period last year.

The Central Bank is
considering closing
the nation’s foreign
exchange offices.
“Real action must start right now
if we want to rescue the economy
from further deterioration,” Abdo
said. “We must attract investments,
reduce spending and bring tourists
back or our country will be in for an
economic disaster and very soon.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Why are Russian operations in Syria being
conducted out of Iran?
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

R

ussia has deployed supersonic Tu-22M3 long-range
strategic bombers and
Su-35 strike aircraft at the
Hamadan Airbase in Iran
and has been conducting air strikes
on targets in Syria from Iran since
August 16th.
Using OFAB-500 high-explosive
bombs, Russian aircraft flying from
Iran conducted operations in Aleppo, Idlib and Deir ez-Zor, destroying
command centres, weapons warehouses and training camps. The Islamic State (ISIS) was targeted along
with Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, formerly known as al-Nusra Front.
The Russian deployment to Iran
came as a surprise to many. Moscow had based its deployed air
force units out of Hmeimim airbase
in Syria and flown in other aircraft
from Russia for specific missions.
At times, however, the restriction
of being able to operate only from
Hmeimim meant Russian aircraft
were not always able to respond to
threats in a timely manner.
Hmeimim does not have the capacity to support the level of activity Russia would like to be able to
undertake in Syria. In contrast to
Hamadan, for example, Hmeimim
does not have the infrastructure to
support larger, heavier aircraft such
as the Tu-22M3s, which had been
flying from bases in southern Russia.

On August 16th, Russia
deployed supersonic
Tu-22M3 long-range
strategic bombers and
Su-35 strike aircraft at
the Hamadan Air Base
in Iran.
Deploying to Hamadan airbase in
Iran provides greater operational
flexibility to Russian forces conducting air operations in Syria by
allowing the introduction of different aircraft, significantly cut flight

times and enable larger payloads to
be carried. There are estimates that
operating from Iran would allow
some Russian aircraft to carry three
times as much payload compared to
what would otherwise be possible
from Syria.
Operating from Iran enhances Russian response capabilities
against some time-sensitive targets
in Syria by allowing quicker response times and greater firepower.
Russian aircraft flying out of Iran
will need to fly through Iraqi airspace to reach Syria. Baghdad has
granted permission and it is plausible that Iraq will offer logistics support at some point.
Considered strictly at the military
operations level, Russia’s deployment of forces to Iran is a tactical
move. It also undoubtedly carries

strategic repercussions.
The Russian deployment to Iran
comes when fighting in Aleppo has
intensified, the outcome of which
is seen by all sides to be crucial as
to where the Syrian war moves and
the prospects for any peace process
to end it.
Russia has been criticised by the
United States and its coalition partners of intentionally targeting moderate rebels instead of ISIS since
its intervention began. Moscow’s
agenda in Syria has essentially been
to stabilise and support the regime
of Syrian President Bashar Assad,
which many say would have collapsed if the Russians had not intervened.
Russia is now repositioning its
force deployment related to operations in Syria and appears to be

stepping up activity.
Days before deploying forces to
Iran, Russia dispatched the Zelenyy Dol and Serpukhov corvettes,
equipped with Kalibr-NK cruise
missiles, to Syria. Russia has also
dispatched a battle group, which includes frigates and corvettes capable of hitting targets in Syria, to the
Caspian Sea. It had already sought
clearance from Iran and Iraq to fire
cruise missiles through their airspaces against targets in Syria.
Russian-Iranian military cooperation is obviously deepening, a development that will raise concerns
for the United States and its regional
partners because of its potential effect on the prospects for a peace
process.
Moscow, of course, potentially
had other options in the region

to Hamadan airbase — in Jordan,
Iraq or even Turkey now that relations with Ankara are back on track.
Thus, insofar as political statements
are concerned, Russia’s deployment
to Iran is an important move.
Observers will pay close attention
to how much further Russian-Iranian military cooperation deepens,
especially as the political situation
in Syria is unlikely to reach a conclusion for many years, even if an
unlikely peace process can get under way soon.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues. He is an alumnus of Royal
Holloway, King’s College London
and Cranfield University.

Focus on Assad shifting since Russian intervention
Harvey Morris

London

A

t the start of the Syrian
civil war, five-and-a-half
years and an estimated
400,000 deaths ago, the
fate of President Bashar
Assad was seen as the central factor
in a resolution of the conflict.
As the violence escalated, his
patchwork of domestic enemies
wanted him out of office as a precondition of a political settlement,
a demand echoed by Turkey, the
United States and the Arabian Gulf
states. His allies — Iran and Russia– were just as insistent that they
wanted him to survive.
Despite the lip service paid to the
diplomatic nicety that it was ultimately up to the Syrian people to
choose how they were governed,
Assad’s survival or otherwise remained a key issue in the conflict.
In the year since the launch of
the Russian military intervention
in support of the regime, the focus
on Assad has shifted. The United
States, caught off guard by the Russian action and now prioritising the
regional threat from the Islamic
State (ISIS), has tacitly dropped its
insistence on Assad’s removal.
Turkey, the key outside power demanding that he should step down,
is concentrating on mending fences
with Russia.
Assad, on the face of it, has be-

Syria’s President Bashar Assad (L) meets with Russian Defence
Minister Sergei Shoigu (2ndR) in Damascus, Syria, last June.
come something of a bit player in his
own drama.
He may have taken some comfort
therefore from comments in August
by Umit Yardim, the Turkish ambassador to Russia, who was quoted as
saying: “We want the existing political leadership of the country to take
part in the negotiation process.”
Ankara would also not oppose
some kind of role for the current
Syrian leadership in a possible political transition, Russia’s TASS news
agency reported him as saying.
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu swiftly clarified that a
political transition in Syria involving Assad was still not possible.
However, the shift in emphasis was

an indication that Turkey might be
reordering its priorities following
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s
decision to mend fences with Moscow after nine months of confrontation over Syria.
One of Erdogan’s priorities was
to be able to resume air operations
against ISIS targets in Syria. Those
attacks were suspended after the
Turks shot down a Russian fighter
jet last November.
That was agreed during Erdogan’s
August 9th meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin in St Petersburg, according to the Turks.
The quid pro quo is that Turkey
would have to soften its stance
on the Assad regime. Cavusoglu

appeared to oblige when he announced in Ankara that it had been
agreed with Moscow that the next
Syrian regime should be all-inclusive and secular.
“We’re on the same page with
Russia that Syria should have an administration under which everyone
can live with their beliefs,” he said.
The United States, through the
dogged efforts of Secretary of State
John Kerry, is still hoping to secure
a deal with Moscow on cooperating
in the fight against ISIS despite the
misgivings of others.
In the face of worsening violence
in the to-and-fro battle for Aleppo,
Kerry also wants Moscow to prevent the Syrians from targeting
US-backed opposition groups. The
Americans no longer press so loudly
for the removal of Assad.
Iran, which had moved to mend
its ties with Ankara ahead of Russia’s tentative rapprochement with
the Turks, welcomed that thaw. But
Tehran showed no sign of shifting
its stance on the Assad regime.
Ali Akbar Velayati, Iran’s senior
foreign policy adviser, said “Iran’s
view on Syria has not changed and it
still supports the legal government
of Bashar Assad”.
“The presence of countries like
the United States and Saudi Arabia
in Syria that interfere in Syria’s internal affairs without the permission of the Syrian government is illegal,” he said.
With apparently solid support
from his two key allies, with Tur-

key tempering its stance and with
the Americans focused on the battle
against ISIS and a November presidential election, Assad should be
feeling fairly secure in the post that
he inherited in 2000 on the death of
his father, Hafez Assad.
However, Syria’s military, despite
the massive backing of Russia and
Iran, has failed to crush resistance in
Aleppo and elsewhere with a murderous campaign of air strikes.
If there was any appetite within
the regime — or rather the ruling
clique — to remove Assad, he probably would have gone by now. As it
stands, he is probably relatively immune from a challenge from among
those who depend for their survival
on sticking together.

The United States has
tacitly dropped its
insistence on Assad’s
removal.
It is likely, therefore, that the outside powers most active in the Syrian arena, including Russia, Iran and
Turkey, will play a determining factor in an eventual political outcome.
Assad may be safe for now but no
war lasts forever and neither does
any leader.
Harvey Morris has written several
books on the Middle East, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.
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Breathing a sigh of relief after liberation from ISIS
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

K

obane, Palmyra, parts of
rural Raqqa and, lately,
Manbij in Syria have experienced the common
frenzy of being liberated
from the Islamic State (ISIS) rule and
breaking out of the restrictions imposed on them by the jihadist group.
Similar to other cities freed from
ISIS, joyous celebrations broke
out amid the ruins of Manbij after
US-backed Syria Democratic Forces (SDF), supported by allied air
strikes, ousted the militants after a
two-month battle.
Ibrahim al-Said danced with joy
in Manbij square despite the loss of
his home and shops that were destroyed in the fighting.
“I lost my properties but I won my
freedom and life is returning to the
city. ISIS destroyed everything and
imposed on us regulations that were
strange to us,” he said.
Said told of a 16-year-old Moroccan from ISIS who beat an elderly
man in the mosque under the pretext that he was not praying in the
right way. “I wished I could smash
the lad but this would have cost me
my life,” he said. “That is why all
these joyous celebrations are natural reactions to the oppression exerted on the people.”
Men cut off their beards, women
burned niqabs and walked in public
with their faces uncovered for the
first time in more than two-and-ahalf years or defiantly smoked cigarettes in public. All those actions
would have been unthinkable under
ISIS rule.
“What they (ISIS militants) did to
the people was horrifying. No one
was safe. Men, women and children

were lashed in public for any kind of
reason from ‘religiously’ incorrect
clothing to collaboration with the
regime and the Kurds,” said Manbij
municipality member Ghoussoub
Rajab.
“When women took off the niqabs
and burned them in the street, they
were erasing a legacy that was imposed on them,” he said, adding that
young women were wearing modern
clothes that they did not ever wear
before ISIS took control of the city.
“There is obviously a strong reaction in defiance to everything that
ISIS banned,” Rajab added.
The children of Manbij also had
their share of the traumatic oppression. Ansam, 12, was forced to watch
her father being bloodied by lashes
in the market square because she
was walking with him without wearing the Islamic dress. “I still remember that incident and shiver with
fear,” she said. “Thank God that we
got rid of ISIS.”
Once the city was liberated, hundreds of cars and vehicles carrying
families and their belongings returned from makeshift camps and
villages in the countryside.
“Manbij has removed the black
cloak of injustice and darkness replacing it with that of freedom and
light. The local council is working
hard to reactivate institutions and
restore basic public services which
ISIS mercenaries have completely
wiped out,” said Farouk Mashi, president of the SDF-allied Manbij Military Council.
Even after defeat, ISIS sows fear
in the city. “We are afraid of ISIS. We
dread their presence in the region
and the possibility that they would
reattack Manbij, as they did in Kobane more than a year ago, killing
more than 150 people,” said resident
Abdallah Idriss.
The return of displaced residents

A Syria Democratic Forces (SDF) fighter comforts a civilian who was evacuated with others by the
SDF from an Islamic State-controlled neighbourhood of Manbij, in Aleppo governorate, Syria, on
August 12th.
is happening slowly because of thousands of explosives planted by ISIS.
“We have already dismantled 6,000
mines but thousands are still there,
inside houses, and in the streets,
in addition to tons of garbage and
wreckage caused by ISIS when they
burned more than 500 civilian cars
to make smoke to cover their withdrawal from the allied planes,” said
an SDF commander, who requested
anonymity.
He said 30,000 residents had returned to neighbourhoods that were
not destroyed.
“The city has no running water
and no electricity,” he said. “Those
who have returned are struggling to

secure their needs of food and water
but we hope to bring in basic assistance in the coming days.”
Media activist Mohamad Khatib
blasted international humanitarian
organisations for failing to assist the
returnees. “We have contacted many
organisations asking for emergency
assistance in food and medicine but
received no response. That is why
we have set up a humanitarian fund
for Manbij and started collecting donations for the city’s returnees from
inhabitants of surrounding villages
that were not damaged in the fighting,” Khatib said.
Amid the devastation, Manbij
had its first wedding since being

freed from ISIS. This wedding party
was different from those under the
militants. Men and women danced
the Dabke together, which would
have cost them their lives only a few
weeks earlier.
Mohamad Issa, the mayor of Tal
Abyad, which was liberated from
ISIS a year ago, noted that “wedding
parties and celebrations of special
occasions are being marked as in
the past and even more excessively
in defiance to the pressure and bans
that were imposed by ISIS”.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly.

Syrian jihadists score big with Aleppo breakthrough
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he rebel breakthrough in
Aleppo has been a major
political, as well as military, triumph for jihadists who spearheaded the
multi-group offensive, the largest
mounted by the Syrian opposition
in the war, now in its sixth year.
If the jihadists of the newly renamed Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (Conquest Front of Syria), until recently
known as Jabhat al-Nusra (al-Nusra
Front), al-Qaeda’s Syrian branch,
can sustain their military gains and
keep the unexpected alliance of
some 20 rebel groups intact they
seem certain to gain further popular support. That could have a significant effect on the shape and
complexion of the United Nations’
faltering peace initiative.

The trick will be to
open a steady supply
route into eastern
Aleppo to relieve the
exhausted populace
while expanding rebel
territory.
The Conquest Front emerged
July 28th when Abu Muhammad
al-Jolani, the Syrian who headed
al-Nusra Front, announced in a
video — in which he appeared unmasked for the first time — that it
was separating from al-Qaeda, with
the agreement of al-Qaeda’s leader,
veteran Egyptian jihadist Ayman
al-Zawahiri.
This surprise split was widely
seen as a pragmatic rebranding
of al-Nusra, which under Jolani
adopted a more nationalist Syrian position rather than pursuing a
global jihad against the West.
Jolani’s strategy apparently is to
publicly distance the front from al-

Qaeda, internationally branded as a
terrorist organisation, and the savagery of the Islamic State (ISIS) and
thereby boost its domestic support,
while quietly pursuing its jihadist
policies.
This tactical shift could secure
the group a place at the negotiating table in Geneva, from which the
United States has excluded jihadists, while persuading the Americans and the Russians. to take the
new front off their air strikes agenda.
The US reaction has been predictably negative. In some quarters, Jolani’s move is seen as “a
ploy to deceive Western and Russian policymakers”, observed analyst Ahmed Rashid, who has written extensively on jihadism.
US Director of National Intelligence James Clapper dismissed
Jolani’s apparent break with alQaeda as “a PR move”. He said
the rebranded group “would like
to create the image of being more
moderate”.
Across Syria, but particularly
among the long-suffering inhabitants of Aleppo, the front’s leadership in breaking the Damascus
regime’s siege of rebel-held eastern sector of the battered city has
won it support that will, if sustained, bolster the group’s military strength through enhanced
recruitment.
Rashid, writing in the Financial
Times, said Jolani’s “new non-Al
Qaeda status will make it easier for
its covert allies, including Saudi
Arabia and Qatar, to provide it with
funds and more powerful weapons”.
He said its support in northern
Syria, currently the main war front,
has already boosted recruitment.
Charles Lister, formerly of the
Brookings Institution in Qatar,
has met the leaders of jihadist and
other armed factions in the region.
Jolani’s group, he said, “has accepted more than 3,000 Syrians from

Idlib and southern Aleppo into its
ranks since February alone”.
With opposition forces trained
and funded by the United States
having failed so dismally on the
battlefield, the emergence of the
Conquest Front — the single most
powerful rebel force in Syria today at the head of an alliance more
united, and seemingly more successful, than any that has gone before — may well offer a new military
option to bring the regime of Syrian
President Bashar Assad to its knees.
But that is only if it can retain its
cohesion and not collapse amid the
perennial rebel bickering.
Indeed, there are those who say
the rebel advance in Aleppo, even
if it does not achieve the stated objective of pushing the regime out
of Aleppo altogether, has dramatically altered the perception that
the Syrian opposition cannot bring
about change.
“When many Syrians look at the
choices within the opposition they
see only the bad and the very bad,
which is why Mr Assad still has
some support,” Rashid observed.
The Conquest Front, he said, “is
the strongest force on the ground
to take on ISIS, and the West and
the Arab states — and the Russians,
who would raise the biggest objections — must eventually realise that
any ceasefire, even a partial one,
and future peace talks will have to
include Islamist groups, even if it
goes against the grain…
“The former Jabhat al-Nusra
has grown in Syria because of the
uncompromising aims of ISIS and
Mr Assad at opposite ends of the
spectrum, and the lack of a moderate force in the middle of the turmoil,” Rashid wrote in the Financial
Times.
“The five years of civil war, with
350,000 dead and millions displaced, can only end if imagination
and risk-taking are allowed into the
peace process.”
The success of the jihadist-led of-

fensive has resonated among Syrians who have long felt betrayed
by the failure — or refusal — of the
Americans and the West at large,
along with the Saudis and their
Arab partners, to help them get rid
of Assad, rather than focus on battling ISIS.
“The world abandoned Aleppo,”
tweeted Kyle Orton of the Londonbased think-tank the Henry Jackson Society. “The jihadis came to
the rescue. Al-Qaeda’s rebranding
could hardly have asked for more.”
Beirut-based Syrian analyst Haid
Haid of the Middle East branch of
Germany’s Heinrich Boll Foundation, noted: “Whether Jabhat alNusra timed the battle of Aleppo to
coincide with its split with al-Qaeda
or not, the group has used the occasion to increase its communal support and military power…
“The new phase of the battle, in
which rebels announced their intention to recapture all of Aleppo,
will likely empower the group even
more.
“The continued indifference
of the international community
towards atrocities that are taking place in Syria (starvation, air
strikes, etc) will likely allow the
group to increase its military might
and force other rebel groups to increase their cooperation with it.”
Not all Syrians are celebrating
the jihadist-led breakthrough in
Aleppo. “Now we have to deal with
a new tragedy: that the saviours
of the people of Aleppo include
among them a terrorist group,” lamented Syrian activist Abdelaziz
Hamza.
There have been suggestions that
Jolani deliberately timed al-Nusra
Front’s transformation into the allembracing Conquest Front on July
18th, only a week before the rebels
launched their most coordinated
opposition operation of the war, an
offensive that had been weeks in
the planning.
The operation broke the exhaust-

ed regime’s stranglehold on Aleppo
and showed that relentless Russian air strikes could be overcome,
in itself a significant psychological
breakthrough for the rebels who
are highly vulnerable from air attack.
Jolani is determined to demonstrate his nationalist credentials and impress Syrians with his
front’s humanitarian side and even
ensured that seven trucks loaded
with food, water and medicine for
the long-suffering inhabitants of
eastern Aleppo rumbled into the
rebel-held zone on August 7th hard
on the heels of his fighters.

Jolani’s strategy
apparently is to
publicly distance the
front from al-Qaeda
while quietly pursuing
its jihadist policies.
It was not much help to the estimated 250,000 people trapped
in eastern Aleppo but it was an inspired gesture that did not go unnoticed. The trick will be to open
a steady supply route into eastern
Aleppo to relieve the exhausted
populace while expanding rebel
territory.
Jolani has called for unity
among the rebel groups, many of
which have periodically fought
one another as well as ISIS and
the regime. The groups acknowledge that victory might not have
been theirs without the Conquest
Front’s spearhead of suicide bombers who blasted holes in regime defences, particularly the heavily fortified military academy complex in
Ramousa district of south-western
Aleppo on August 7th.
The next few weeks will show
whether Jolani’s overall leadership
will be consolidated with the jihadists moving into the opposition
mainstream, adding new strands to
the Gordian knot that is the Syrian
war.
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Egypt’s church-building bill is milestone for Copts
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

he Egyptian parliament
is to consider legislation
giving Egypt’s Copts the
right to construct churches just as their Muslim
compatriots can build mosques.
There are fears, however, the
measure could trigger opposition
from radical Muslims that would
politically destabilise Egypt.
Christian member of parliament Suzy Nashid said the bill, if
passed, would “give Christians a
right they have been struggling to
attain for close to a century”. But,
she warned the measure could be
meaningless, even if enacted, if authorities fail to enforce it.”
The growing number of Christians in Egypt has dwarfed the
number of churches. Only a fraction of the country’s more than 9
million Christians — about 10% of
the overall population — can fit into
church pews.

The Egyptian
parliament is to
consider legislation
giving Egypt’s Copts
the right to construct
churches.
The bill, which is expected to
be referred to parliament for debate in the next few weeks, allows
Christians to file a request to build
a church with the offices of provincial governors for approval. It also
allows them to request licences for
the scores of unlicensed churches
and houses of worship.
The bill is a milestone in the
struggle of Egypt’s Christian Copts
for equality with their Muslim compatriots who can easily construct
mosques after filing a request with

municipal authorities. Copts have
long complained that they are unable to build churches or renovate
older ones.
Church construction and renovation have been regulated by rules
in force since 1934. Authorities
who formulated the rules were
so keen to prevent the Christian
minority from establishing new
churches that they made them almost impossible to meet.

Some Christians travel
hundreds of
kilometres each week
to worship because of
the lack of churches
near their homes.
Christians who want to build
a church currently have to demonstrate that they own the land,
that it is far enough away from a
mosque and not close to a concentration of Muslim residents. Other
conditions include that there are
no other churches nearby and that
there are enough Christians in the
area to make the construction of a
church necessary.
Some Christians travel hundreds
of kilometres each week to worship
because of the lack of churches
near their homes.
“Sometimes Christians have
to make their churches look like
homes or factories to evade these
unbeatable church construction
rules,” said Christian activist Ishaq
Ibrahim.
Unlicensed churches have triggered bloody clashes in Egypt,
especially in southern provinces
where radical Islamist groups have
a strong following.
There are fears that the new bill
could anger Egypt’s Muslim majority fanned by radical Islamists who
oppose freedom of faith.
Egypt’s Islamists, especially
ultra-orthodox Salafists and the

Egyptian Coptic Christians walk outside St Markos Church in Minya, south of Cairo, Egypt.
banned Muslim Brotherhood, oppose the presence of Christian
houses of worship. They also say
Christians should not occupy top
government positions or serve in
the judiciary.
Muslim Brotherhood supporters
torched dozens of churches in July
2013 after accusing Christians of
being behind the overthrow of Islamist president Muhammad Morsi. The army rebuilt the churches.
“The same propaganda can be
used now but this time the current
authorities can be accused by radicals of paying the Christians back
by allowing them to build new
churches,” Ibrahim said.

Extremists have been behind the
demolition of scores of unlicensed
churches and the closure of others.
At least 48 churches were closed
because their builders did not have
construction licences but built
them anyway, according to local
non-governmental
organisation
Egyptian Initiative for Personal
Rights. It faults the new bill for not
referring to those churches, which,
it said, means they could remain
closed.
The bill is in line with Article 235
of the constitution, which makes
it necessary for parliament to pass
a law to regulate the construction
of churches. Under the new bill,

governors can approve church construction requests only after consulting “concerned agencies”. Critics say these “concerned agencies”
are Egypt’s security apparatus.
“The problem is that security
should have nothing to do with
church construction,” said Emad
Gad, another Christian member of
parliament. “Such a requirement
will bring us back to square one
where Christian religious life is
controlled by the security apparatus.”

in the future depends on the man
it selects to replace [him],” Habib
said, “but history has it that militant groups that lose their leaders
always derail and collapse.”
Military
experts,
however,
pointed to difficulties in defeating
ISIS Sinai.
One of the challenges, they said,
was that the group enjoyed considerable public support in Sinai,
which is why its members live
among ordinary people and get a
continual supply of recruits from
Sinai tribes.
“This is one reason why it is
sometimes difficult for the army to
target the militants, always fearing

that civilians can be caught in the
middle,” Suweilam said. “This delays the defeat of the group.”

between Egypt and Sudan.
These conditions, they said,
make it more likely for the group to
keep receiving arms and recruits.
It is thought ISIS fighters escape
to Gaza through the tunnels after
every attack they stage against
Egyptian troops.
Fouad Allam, a retired general
who led Egypt’s anti-terrorism efforts for years, does not expect it
to be easy to defeat ISIS.
“Defeating such a group inside
Egypt does not necessarily mean
that it will come to an end,” Allam
said. “It will continue to come back
to life so long as a lifeline is extended it from outside.”

Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Killing of ISIS leader
in Sinai weakens
group but does not
mean its defeat
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

T

he killing of the Islamic
State (ISIS) leader in Sinai by the Egyptian Army
may weaken the militant
group and raise army morale, but the jihadist group is likely
far from defeated, experts said.
“ISIS Sinai has been receiving
one blow after another from the
army that will certainly weaken it,”
said Hossam Suweilam, a retired
army general and the former head
of the Egyptian Army’s Centre for
Strategic Studies. “The latest operation not only led to the liquidation of the ISIS leader, but also the
destruction of most weapon depots of the group in Sinai.”

ISIS members live
among ordinary
people and get a
continual supply of
recruits from Sinai
tribes.
ISIS Sinai leader Abu Duaa alAnsari was killed in an August 4th
air raid along with at least 44 militants in the Egyptian peninsula,
the army said. It said the air force
had also bombed large caches of
ISIS weapons in several parts of
northern Sinai.
British intelligence reportedly

intercepted a phone conversation
a few months ago between Ansari
and an ISIS leader in the northern
Syrian city of Raqqa, ISIS’s selfproclaimed capital. British intelligence officers concluded that
Ansari was directly linked to the
bombing of a Russian passenger
plane over Sinai last October.
He is among several ISIS Sinai
leaders killed by the Egyptian
Army in recent months.
“The fact is that militant groups
like this one do not have an organisational structure but their
survival mainly depends on the
presence of a strong leader who
mobilises his followers and gives
them instructions,” said Kamal Habib, a former jihadist leader who is
considered an expert on militant
groups. “This is why the death of
a leader like [Ansari] can augur the
collapse of ISIS Sinai altogether.”
ISIS Sinai was originally a shadowy home-grown group called
Ansar Beit al-Maqdis that swore
allegiance to ISIS leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi in late 2014. ISIS Sinai
has staged numerous attacks on
troops and police. Ansari’s death
came only days after his group
posted a video in which it purportedly showed the killing of a police
officer and a conscript.
Ansari was said to be behind the
merger of Ansar Beit al-Maqdis and
ISIS Syria and Iraq. His killing, Habib said, could cause his group to
lose its balance.
“Whether the group will hold

It is thought ISIS
fighters escape to Gaza
through the tunnels
after every attack they
stage against Egyptian
troops.
Other experts referred to the
effect of the turmoil in Egypt’s
neighbour Libya, the presence of
hundreds of smuggling tunnels
between Sinai and the Palestinian
Gaza Strip and the porous border
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Kuwait tells Iran that GCC security is ‘red line’

File photo shows the Kuwaiti Um Al Maradim-class missile attack ship Al Fahaheel participating in an exercise with Combined Task Force 523 during the International Mine
Countermeasures Exercise.

The Arab Weekly staff

Kuwait City

T

ensions between Iran and
the Gulf Arab state of Kuwait escalated when Kuwait’s maritime security
forces arrested ten Iranian sailors suspected of illegally
entering Kuwaiti waters.
The Kuwait Coast Guard spotted
ten “Iranian infiltrators” on radar
illegally entering Kuwait territory,
the Kuwaiti government said. Kuwaiti security forces surrounded
the ship and an Iranian on board
was reportedly injured while resisting arrest.
The official Kuwait news agency
published pictures of nine of the
Iranian sailors on their knees with

their hands tied behind their backs,
photos similar to those of US Navy
sailors arrested by Iranian authorities in January.
The Kuwait incident was met
with an angry response from authorities in Tehran who insisted
the Iranian sailors had entered Kuwaiti waters legally.
Iran’s state Fars news agency
quoted the commander of Iran’s
coast guard as saying the detained
Iranian nationals were fishermen
who had been arrested due to an
“altercation that had broken out in
Kuwait and not border violation”.
Iran’s mission in Kuwait was reportedly following the case and
the detained Iranians were in good
health, the agency said.
Kuwaiti
National
Assembly
Speaker Marzouq al-Ghanim said
Kuwait and the other five Gulf Arab

states that make up the Gulf Cooperation Council desired good relations with Iran but that the security
and stability of the GCC was a “red
line that will not be compromised”.

Kuwait’s maritime
security forces
arrested ten Iranian
sailors suspected of
illegally entering
Kuwaiti waters.
Despite attempts by both countries to mend fences on a number
of occasions and the exchange of
visits by officials, the latest incident follows a series of events that
has soured relations between the
two nations.
In late July, both Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait filed complaints with

the United Nations over what they
said were Iranian maritime transgressions. During that same period,
an appeals court in Kuwait upheld
the death sentence of a man convicted of spying for Iran and who
was part of a Hezbollah cell.
During the raid that led to the
break-up of the cell, Kuwaiti authorities found 56 rocket-propelled
grenade shells and ammunition in
a farm belonging to one of the suspects near the Kuwait-Iraq border.
Officials also seized weapons, ammunition and explosive materials
in the homes of the two other suspects.
Authorities said the three confessed to being members of a terrorist organisation and led security forces to where their arsenal,
including 144 kilograms of explosives, was hidden.

Hezbollah operatives and members of the Islamic Dawa Party,
both affiliated with Iran, carried
out a number of bombings in 1983
in Kuwait that killed six people.
The attacks targeted Western embassies, the Kuwait airport and an
oil rig belonging to the Kuwait National Petroleum Company, among
other targets.
Kuwait recalled its ambassador
from Iran in January after a mob
attacked the Saudi embassy in protest of the execution of a radical
Saudi Shia cleric.
However, sectarianism is not a
factor in the poor relations. Kuwait
has long been known for its tolerance of different Islamic sects, Shia
Muslims make up 30% of the population, while in its parliament coalitions composed of different sects
work together.

Yemen fighting puts diplomacy in doubt
Saleh Baidhani

Sana’a

W

ith talks to end the
conflict in Yemen
suspended, counterproductive political and military
actions have escalated, leaving the
likelihood of a peaceful resolution
in doubt.
Iran-allied Houthi rebels and the
General People’s Congress party affiliated with former Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh attempted
to establish their Supreme Political
Council August 13th with a parliamentary session in Sana’a, a move
described by UN Special Envoy to
Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed
as a violation of commitments to
the peace process.
According to sources in attendance, the Houthi/Saleh alliance was
unable to gather a sufficient number of members to fill parliamentary seats. Local media and minor
officials were asked to fill seats for a
photo opportunity at the end of the
session.
The sources, who spoke on con-

A pro-government fighter holds a machine gun mounted on a
patrol truck in Bir Basha area in south-western Taiz province,
Yemen, on August 18th.
dition of anonymity, said that in
the week before the session, which
the internationally recognised government of Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi condemned, Saleh frantically
called members of parliament affiliated with the General People’s
Congress to coax them to attend the
session.
However, with the majority of

them either outside the country or
in Riyadh having switched affiliation to the Yemeni government,
the required number of at least 151
members out of the 301-seat council was not met. The sources said no
more than 90 people attended.
As diplomatic efforts appeared
to founder, the military aspect of
the conflict became more acute.

The Saudi Civil Defence Ministry
on August 16th reported the deaths
of four citizens and three foreigners after a missile was fired from
Houthi-controlled territory across
the kingdom’s southern border.
The day before the attack, an
air raid by the Saudi-led coalition
fighting the Houthis hit a number of
targets, including a hospital, resulting in the death of 14 people. The
coalition claimed it had targeted
a militia training camp; however,
Doctors Without Borders, working
out of the hospital, stated otherwise, generating international condemnation.
Speaking with CNN, spokesman
for the Saudi Defence Ministry
Brigadier-General Ahmed al-Asseri
said the aircraft bombed a training
camp for coup militias in Saada. Asseri said a major Houthi leader was
killed in the attack. Saudi media
identified the slain leader as Saleh
al-Houthi Mouawad Kibsi.
The coalition has launched its
own investigation into the air raids.
With peace talks in Kuwait yielding no tangible results, Asseri said
negotiations had been used as a
grace period for rearming the Houthis and that there was no intention

of finding a political solution.
“They were deceiving people by
this negotiation, to reorganise their
force, resupplying their forces and
getting back to fighting. They don’t
have any political agenda,” Asseri,
told Agence France-Presse.

Political and
military actions
have escalated,
leaving the likelihood
of a peaceful
resolution in doubt.
The war in Yemen began when
Shia Houthis and their allies overran Sana’a in September 2014, seizing most of the country. Hadi fled to
Saudi Arabia.
A Saudi-led Arab coalition, supported by the United States and
Britain, began an air campaign
against the rebels in March 2015.
Arab coalition ground troops later
entered the fight. According to UN
estimates, more than 6,400 people
have been killed since the fighting
started, with 2.8 million people displaced as a consequence.
Saleh Baidhani is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Sana’a.
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Worrisome trends but also
welcome moves regarding
smoking in MENA

S

audi Arabia has introduced a total ban on smoking in
public places and the United Arab Emirates is expected to
do the same by the end of the year. These are welcome
developments in an Arab world where tobacco consumption should be a major concern.
According to the Tobacco Atlas, tobacco consumption in
countries of the eastern Mediterranean has increased by
more than a third since 2000.
The percentage of people who smoke in the Arab world varies from
20% in Bahrain and Egypt to 31% in Tunisia, 34% in Kuwait and 35% in
Lebanon. Egypt is by far the largest tobacco market in the region with
19 billion cigarettes smoked annually.
Tobacco kills tens of thousands each year in the Arab world. A
recent study in Tunisia blamed smoking for 90% of lung cancer cases,
80% of acute respiratory illnesses, 75% of heart attacks and 25% of all
cardiovascular-related deaths just in that North African country.
A particularly worrisome trend is the rise in smoking among
children, teenagers and especially among young women. According to
the World Health Organisation (WHO), the rate of tobacco consumption among school-age girls is estimated at 26.8% in Syria, 27.7% in
the Palestinian territories and 54% in Lebanon.
The increase in smoking among young people is related to the
fraying family structure in much of the Arab world as conditions
created by war and displacement as well as by generational change
make parental supervision increasingly difficult.
For young smokers, the risks are compounded. Tobacco addiction
can lead to juvenile delinquency for children who cannot afford the
cost of their addiction and smoking from an early age seriously
increases tobacco’s long-term health risks.
Smoking among school age children and young women is associated
with the popularity of water pipes (also known as hookah or shisha).
According to the WHO, 14% of young male teenagers (13-15 years
old) and 9% of young female teenagers in the Eastern Mediterranean
region consume water pipe tobacco and smokeless cigarettes. The
popularity of shisha among Arab women is closing the previous
smoking gap between men and women: Female consumption of
non-tobacco smoking products (shisha and smokeless tobacco) is
more than 30% in Lebanon and 20% in the UAE. More young people
and women are using water pipes under the assumption that water
pipe smoking is less harmful than cigarettes.
In reality, water pipe tobacco has higher nicotine levels than
cigarettes and contains toxins proven to cause lung and heart disease
as well as cancer. Shisha also is blamed for the transmission of viruses
and respiratory diseases.
A one-hour water pipe session results in inhaling 100-200 times the
volume of smoke of one cigarette.
In war-stricken areas such as Syria, according to the WHO: “Many
youths, women and school-age children have taken to shisha smoking
believing that it is fashionable and less harmful than cigarettes.”
Many among the millions of Syrian refugees in neighbouring
countries, often unable to find work, spend much of their day smoking.
We can add to the many challenges facing the Arab world today the
urgent need for smoking awareness campaigns, geared especially
towards young people and including warnings over the use of water
pipes to dispel the notion that it is harmless. Public health should not
be ignored, even in times of war and upheaval.
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US uncertainties trigger
power game in Syria

W

hat is happening in Syria and
the region
today? The
situation in the
Middle East is
so complex, involving so many
Khairallah Khairallah
countries that are at cross
purposes, that it is difficult to
predict anything. The only thing
that can be said with any certainty is that everyone is seeking
to fill the vacuum caused by
Washington’s disengagement
from the region. This is a state of
affairs that could lead to destructive division and fragmentation,
particularly in Syria.
This division could take place at
any time. Each side in the Syrian
conflict is seeking to safeguard
areas under its control, awaiting
a new US administration that will
decide whether to take a more
proactive role in Syria. Will Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton follow US President Barack Obama’s
foreign policy towards the region
or seek a new tack? What about
Republican rival Donald Trump?
Can anybody even guess what his
policy towards the region would
be?
Given this looming deadline,
there is a state of regional adjustment. Following signs of rapprochement between Turkey and
Russia, Iran has sought to readjust
its position and also move closer to
Turkey. Iranian Foreign Minister
Mohammad Javad Zarif visited
Ankara and praised the Turkish
government, highlighted TurkishIranian ties and congratulated
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan on overcoming a recent
failed military coup.
Zarif’s visit to Ankara took place
after a historic meeting between
Erdogan and Russian President
Vladimir Putin. Those two leaders
sought to draw a final line under
the Turkish shooting down of a
Russian jet — which Erdogan apologised for in June — and confirmed
Moscow would “step-by-step” lift
sanctions from Ankara.
“The axis of friendship
There is a division of
between Moscow and
will be restored,”
influence in Syria that Ankara
Erdogan said during a
could lead to outright news conference with
Putin.
territorial division
As for the wider repercussions of this restoraand fragmentation.
tion, that remains to be
seen, particularly on
the Syrian crisis where
Moscow and Ankara are
on opposing sides.
The question of Syrian President Bashar Assad’s ultimate fate

remains. Iran and Russia are well
aware that the Assad regime has
lost all legitimacy. It is not a question of if Assad will go, but when.
This is something that was confirmed by the latest developments
in the battle for Aleppo. Moscow
is waiting for the most opportune
time to release its hand from the
beleaguered Syrian president. It
will only do so when the price is
right.
Both Putin and Erdogan are under pressure domestically. Erdogan
survived a failed military coup but
is continuing to wrestle with his
former allies in the Gulen Movement, which Erdogan claims was
behind the July 15th failed coup
attempt.
As for Putin, Russia’s economy
is flagging and this was not helped
by the diplomatic crisis with Turkey, a vital foreign market. Both
countries, and leaders, are in need
of each other, it seems.
As for any future Iranian-Turkish
rapprochement, there is ample reason to explain this. In particular
there is the question of the Kurds.
The rise of the Islamic State (ISIS)
has proven to be an opportunity
for the region’s Kurds, who have
shown themselves to be an invaluable Western ally. Both Iran and
Turkey are concerned about their
countries’ Kurdish communities
and the potential establishment of
an independent Kurdish state.
In Syria and the wider region,
each country is seeking to serve its
own interests. Previously, Iran and
Russia had somewhat disregarded
Turkey’s involvement in Syria
but the recent rebels’ advance —
which can be traced to arms and
equipment from across the nearby
Turkish border — shows that this
is misplaced. Aleppo is an issue of
life or death for Erdogan’s Turkey.
“Turkey’s security belt starts from
Mosul to Aleppo and north to Sulaimaniya,” former prime minister
Ahmet Davutoglu famously said.
Still, Assad will remain, so long
as Russia and Iran protect him and
Russia and Iran will continue to
protect him, so long as this serves
their overall interests. All sides are
therefore waiting for the new US
administration, or any other factor,
that could tip the balance one way
or the other.
There is a division of influence
in Syria that could lead to outright
territorial division and fragmentation. This might happen but
it could also be averted. Syria’s
future is in the balance.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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Turkey’s split with US should be good news for Arabs

S

audi Arabia and the
Gulf states will feel the
loss when Turkey stops
allowing the United
States to support Syrian
opposition groups from
within its territory but otherwise
Martin Sieff
Ankara can be expected to seek
closer ties with Saudi Arabia,
Egypt and the Gulf Arab states.
The key lessons for top
diplomats of the region to take
from Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s August 9th
meeting with Russian President
Vladimir Putin is that, following
the failure of the attempted
military coup in Turkey in July,
Erdogan has initiated a major
and accelerated diplomatic
reorientation with far-reaching
consequences.
Most of all, Erdogan
There are now serious at the meeting with
Putin showed that the
doubts about how long Turkish president is
seeking to mend fences
Turkey will remain
with a wide array of
in NATO.
countries and leaders
he has quarrelled
with in recent years
in anticipation of a
widening estrangement from the
United States.
Even while the attempted coup
was in progress, US President
Barack Obama and Secretary

of State John Kerry were loud
in their public support for
Erdogan’s democratically elected
government and for Turkey’s
constitutional process.
However, the Turkish
government has since publicly
blamed the United States for
being involved with the military
coup plotters and this view is
undoubtedly widely held among
the general public and by top
government policymakers in
Ankara.
There are serious doubts about
how long Turkey will remain
in NATO and how long it will
continue to allow the United
States to use the crucial Incirlik
airbase close to the Mediterranean
coast in south-central Turkey.
Incirlik has proven vital for US
air operations against the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria and Iraq and
in support of Kurdish and other
opposition groups fighting the
regime of President Bashar Assad
in Syria.
Even before the attempted coup,
Erdogan was showing signs of
renewed disenchantment with
the European Union. His support
for reintroducing the death
penalty for treason in Turkey
since the coup was crushed and
his firing of tens of thousands of
teachers throughout the Turkish

educational system strongly
indicate that he is not going
to bother courting European
goodwill anymore.
He appears to have given up
hope of Turkey being welcomed
into the European Union as a full
member.
Erdogan knows that individual
European governments, especially
Germany and Italy, will still seek
lucrative trade deals and excellent
bilateral relations with Ankara.
However, his clear estrangement
with Washington and concern
over not letting Turkey become
strategically and diplomatically
isolated mean that he will focus
on rapidly expanding his excellent
relations with major Arab
countries.
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states
in particular have a great deal to
gain from making larger deals
with Turkey’s ministries, with
agriculture at the top of the list.
The Turkish economy remains the
biggest and strongest anywhere
between Europe and Russia on
one side and India on the other.
And in a time of worsening
diplomatic ties with Washington
and increasingly strained ones
with the European Commission
in Brussels, Ankara is certain to
want to compensate by returning
to its “neo-Ottoman” policy

of expanding its influence and
exports throughout the Arab
world while seeking to attract
more Arab investment.
Expanded Turkish investment
in Central Asia, especially
in energy-rich Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan,
can also be anticipated. Far
from seeking to discourage this
development, Moscow is likely
to welcome it as an alternative
to more US and European
involvement.
Erdogan can also be expected
to energetically court China and
do his best to cooperate with
Beijing’s efforts to expand its
New Silk Road web of road, rail
and air communications across
Eurasia. Russia and Turkey are
also reviving their cooperation to
complete the Turkish Stream gas
pipeline.
The Turkish government’s
reaction to the failed coup will
likely shake the entire world but
major Arab nations look to benefit
widely from it.
Martin Sieff is a senior fellow
of the American University
in Moscow and the author of
Gathering Storm: The Seventh
Era of American History and the
Coming Crisis that will Lead to It.
(Amazon-Kindle, 2015).

Five-year-old Omran Daqneesh, with bloodied face, sits with his sister inside an ambulance after they were rescued following an air
strike in the rebel-held al-Qaterji neighbourhood of Aleppo, Syria, on August 17th.

Omran Daqneesh’s message

I

f truth is the first casualty
of war, children are a very
close second.
The advent of the
modern media — the
constant bombardment
of information, the 24-hour
channels and the internet with
hundreds of websites offering
news from all perspectives along
Claude Salhani
with social media — has rendered
many people almost immune to
the harshness and the realities
of war. Chronicling the violence
of conflicts
has become so
common that we
Even after hundreds of
hardly flinch at
thousands of deaths, the
the monstrosities
unfolding on
picture of one single
our television
casualty in Syria’s bloody screens, laptops,
smartphones and
war can still move us.
tablets.
However, every
so often there
emerges an image
— a single image
— that makes us
pause and reflect.

A particular photograph that
succeeds in capturing a fraction
of an instant, the fraction of a
second in the immense drama,
giving us a very brief aperçu into
the insanity and the cruelty of
war. If you have any doubts about
how cruel war can be, especially
on children, take a good look at
the image of 5-year-old Omran
Daqneesh.
This image of another Syrian
boy, identified as Omran, shows
him moments after he was
rescued from the rubble of a
building in Aleppo that was
destroyed by aerial bombardment
by Syrian forces loyal to President
Bashar Assad or Russian
warplanes.
What is particularly gripping
about this image is the look on
the boy’s face. Omran’s eyes
are focusing off into space. He
is quite possibly reliving in his
mind the horror of what he just
lived through; playing back
memories of events that just
occurred, reliving the horrendous
sound of warplanes sweeping

over the city, the sound of
rockets fired, the explosions,
a tremendous bang, death
knocking on his door, the smoke,
the dust, the building collapsing
around him. The cries of pain
from the wounded around him
and the eerie silence of those
killed.
The young boy who has become
overnight an iconic symbol of
Syria’s tragedy has the same look
in his eyes found in many soldiers
after a particularly vicious battle.
As with the previous image of the
tortured Syrian youth, there will
be many calls for an end to the
violence, regretfully a call that
will very likely also be ignored.
Earlier in the Syrian civil war,
there was the unforgettable
image of Aylan Kurdi, an
innocent 3-year-old Syrian whose
body washed up on the shore of
Turkey. That image moved the
world to tears and led to cries for
greater efforts to stop the war
in Syria, a war that has driven
nearly a quarter of the country’s
population into exile, claimed

the lives of some 450,000 people
and maimed possibly more than 2
million others.
Well, the war did not stop, the
fighting continues and now there
emerges another iconic moment
from the madness of this conflict,
now in its fifth year.
Much like the picture of the
boy who drowned, the heartwrenching pictures of young
Omran, showing him moments
after his rescue, his face and
body covered with dust and dirt,
will undoubtedly raise new calls
for cessation of the fighting and
killing.
Worldwide reactions to Omran
Daqneesh’s picture tell us
something fundamental: Even
after hundreds of thousands of
deaths, the picture of one single
casualty in Syria’s bloody war
can still move us. That’s probably
the only glimmer of hope in the
tragedy.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Ridding Hawija of ISIS is next
Sameer Yousif

Erbil

I

raq’s military is gearing up to
drive Islamic State (ISIS) militants from the strategic town
of Hawija, near the country’s
northern oilfields. The move is
part of a drive towards Mosul, Iraq’s
second largest city.
Hawija, which fell under ISIS
control in June 2014, is 55km southwest of the lucrative Kirkuk oilfield
in Iraq’s northern Kurdish regions.
An Iraqi Army colonel said the
battle, which had been planned for
earlier in August, was postponed
to complete preparations for the
influx of about 450,000 refugees
from the area.
“The battle was postponed, although an army siege of the town
has weakened ISIS’s control of it,”
the colonel said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
He explained that recapturing
Hawija was significant “to protect
Kirkuk and Saladin provinces”.
“It will be a step towards liberating the town of Sharqat,” the military official said. He emphasised
that battles for Hawija and Sharqat
would start soon.

“ISIS’s foreign
leaders and fighters
left Hawija recently
with their families,
headed for Mosul.”
An Erbil resident
Drawing parallels with Syria, he
said Hawija was “as important in
Iraq as Raqqa province to Syria”.
Raqqa, in northern Syria, is considered ISIS’s de facto capital.
He said Hawija was near the
centre of jihadists’ attacks against
Kurdish peshmerga forces in
Makhmur to the east and as a base

for attacks on Kirkuk, Hamrin
mountains and Saladin province.
ISIS attacked a liquefied gas operation on July 31st in the Bajwan
area, 20km west of Kirkuk, killing
an engineer and three other workers. One of the attackers was a suicide bomber, police said.
Since June 2014, when ISIS took
control of the areas west and south
of Kirkuk, there have been many attacks that targeted Kirkuk and its
oil and gas fields and factories.

Hawija is 55km
south-west of the
lucrative oilfield of
Kirkuk.
“Yet, the last attack made officials
and people say it is enough and
Hawija should be liberated,” said
political analyst Hamid Hamza.
“For the first time, the Arab tribes
of Hawija, the Kurdish, Turkmen
and the Popular Mobilisation Forces began demanding the liberation
of Hawija and the area around it.
“[The Arab tribesmen] wanted to
save the people of Hawija, who literally starved because of the siege
imposed around the town, while
ISIS slapped another siege from inside to weaken the people.”
Abu Omer, who has lived in Erbil
since June 2014, said: “ISIS’s foreign leaders and fighters left Hawija
recently with their families, headed
for Mosul but they wanted the locals who paid allegiance to ISIS to
stay behind.”
The man, who declined to give
his full name to protect relatives
in Hawija, said the local militants
are known to Hawija’s tribes.
“These militants committed atrocities against the people, including
bloody crimes even against their
relatives,” he said.
The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) said ISIS captured 3,000 civilians trying to leave
Hawija. Days later, Hawija witness-

Displaced Iraqis from the northern Iraqi village of Hawija rest under the protection of peshmerga
forces about 50km north-west of Kirkuk after fleeing from ISIS jihadists, on August 17th.
es said 12 people were executed.
Samira, a Hawija resident, said
her husband was killed because he
was a police officer. She said she
left Hawija and was living with her
brother.
“When the Qayyarah battle resumed two weeks ago, ISIS jammed
satellite TV reception in the area.
It captured families trying to flee
Hawija, then they began firing at
them,” she said.
Samira, with her six children,
walked for 17 hours with a trafficker, who asked her for $500 for each
adult and $200 for children to guide
them to the town of al Alam, about
35km south of Hawija “through a

road he himself had not taken previously,” she said.
Samira said a family of two parents and four children died from
thirst as they fled Hawija through
the Hamrin mountains, she said.
In July, Iraqi Air Force planes
dropped leaflets over Hawija urging
civilians to leave the town, said Mohammed Rishawy, a sheikh from
Hawija.
“The leaflets were signed by Iraqi
army forces, the counterterrorism
unit and the peshmerga, the Popular Mobilisation Forces and tribal
fighters to facilitate the exit of refugees,” Rishawy said.
According to a Hawija witness,

ISIS executed five civilians in the
town marketplace after accusing
them of collaborating with the Iraqi
forces. ISIS warned the remaining
civilians against leaving.
“ISIS organised a brief show in
central Hawija, executing five residents allegedly for collaborating
with the security forces,” the Iraqi
News reported, adding that “ISIS
organised the show to boost the
morale of their fighters after their
defeat in Saladin and Makhmur”.
Sameer Yousif, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is a contributor
for The Arab Weekly from northern
Iraq.

Turning PMF into elite force could backfire
Muhannad Ahmed

Baghdad

I

raqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi is seeking to transform
the Shia-dominated Hashd
al-Shaabi — the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) — into
an elite security unit, similar to
the counterterrorism squads, with
equally distinguished status, benefits and privileges.
Sceptics, however, insist that the
move may take a long time because
the PMF must first renounce its entwined relations with political or
religious parties to become an independent unit serving the country
rather than certain groups or politicians.
It will also need proper training to
alter its militia-like demeanour and
be transformed into a structured security unit.

Some Iraqis fear the
new force might turn
to become the local
version of
neighbouring Iran’s
powerful
Revolutionary Guards.
There is also the question of trust.
The group has been accused of killing Iraqis, especially those of the
rival Sunni sect. PMF spokesmen
insist the killings were due to suspicions that some Sunnis were collaborating with the Islamic State (ISIS).
Dismantling the PMF, even gradually, may lead some of its members
to become an armed resistance that
will undermine what is left of Iraq’s
security and stability. Integrating
the PMF into the system may end
its competition with the army.

Iraqi lawmaker Kadim al-Shammari said turning the PMF into
a state security apparatus could
arouse concerns among Iraqis who
may see the move as a sign of the
government’s weakness in the face
of growing Iranian interference.
“Nobody can deny that these
groups are not loyal to Iraq,” Shammari insisted. He also said that undertaking such a move “will fuel
sectarian and political fears in the
country”.
Parts of the PMF, such as the
powerful Badr Organisation, maintain a strong allegiance to Iran. That
group serves under the jurisdiction
of the Interior Ministry.
Some Iraqis fear the new force
might become the local version of
neighbouring Iran’s powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC) which maintains an assertive role in Iranian society and politics.
Shia militias have played a major role in regaining territory from
ISIS which seized about one-third
of Iraq two years ago. The militias
joined forces and formed the PMF,
answering a call by the country’s
Shia cleric Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani
to stop Sunni insurgents who threatened to move on to
Baghdad, the seat of
Iraq’s Shia-dominated
government.
The victories by PMF
were marred by accusations of human rights violations and acts of
revenge against Sunnis.
Another source of concern about
the Shia militias is the loyalty issue
as most of the militia leaders are
stating clearly that they are loyal to
Iran and its Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei rather than to
Iraq.

Spokesman for the Shia militias
Ahmed al-Asadi said the new security force would include 20 brigades that would receive the same
weapons and training as government counterterrorism units. The
fighters in the new force would take
their orders from Abadi, who is the
commander-in-chief of the armed
forces, Asadi said.
But Baghdad resident Ahmed Abdul-Raheem said he fears the new
group may in fact be controlled by
IRGC.
“Our government has taken a

new decision that would more turn
the country into Iran’s backyard.
At the end, we are going to have
our own revolutionary guard force,
which is stronger than the army,”
said Abdul-Raheem, a Sunni from
northern Baghdad.
Sunni lawmaker Hamid al-Mutlaq said the decision to form the
new security force is “a step in the
wrong direction” in the attempts to
build a strong Iraqi Army.
“Instead of wasting resources on
a sectarian force, the efforts should
be directed on the formation of a

Iraqi Shia fighters from Popular Mobilisation Forces units,
supporting the Iraqi government forces, guard a position on the
northern outskirts of Falluja, west of Baghdad.

strong national army that represents and protects all Iraqis,” Mutlaq said.
Yet, Shia lawmaker Iskander Wetwat claimed that reorganising the
PMF is a good step aimed at assisting the Iraqi Army to protect the
country from “conspiracies being
hatched against Iraq”.
Baghdad-based political analyst
Saif al-Obeidi said he doubted that
the militiamen would renounce
links to political parties. Rather, the
new fighters would take their political and ideological differences to
the military.
“We have dozens of Shia armed
groups with conflicting loyalties
and this will hurt and threaten the
unity of the military institutions,”
he said. He warned that some officials are preparing to replace the
weak Iraqi Army with the new PMF
force.
Following accusations by Iraqi
Defence Minister Khaled al-Obeidi
against the parliament speaker and
other law
makers of embezzling
money and bargaining with him
for commissions from a colossal
defence contract, it was rumoured
that the army was planning a coup,
similar to the takeover by the Egyptian Army in 2013.
Wafeeq al-Samarraie, former head
of Iraqi military intelligence during
Saddam Hussein’s rule, described
such rumours as “mere dreams”
with the presence of stronger Shia
militias.
“The weak Iraqi Army cannot carry out any coup… The only people
in charge are the PMF leaders who
have the real powers in the country.
They are controlling both the masses and the security forces,” Samarraie wrote on his Facebook page.
Muhannad Ahmed is an Iraqi
journalist based in Baghdad.
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Soleimani’s return to lead
Mosul push causes friction
Harvey Morris

London

H

e’s back. Major-General Qassem Soleimani,
commander of Iran’s
elite al-Quds revolutionary guards force,
was reported to have crossed into
Iraq in mid-August to play a “major
role” in the liberation of Mosul from
its Islamic State (ISIS) occupiers.
Iran’s allies in the predominantly
Shia Popular Mobilisation Forces
(PMF) militias have presented it as a
fait accompli that Soleimani would
play a central part in a forthcoming offensive to recover the mainly
Sunni city.
It is unlikely, however, that other
forces ranged against ISIS — from
the Kurdish peshmerga to Sunni
tribal elements to the US-led international coalition — will accept
what appears to be an Iranian attempt to dominate the campaign to
reconquer Iraq’s second largest city.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, constrained by having to
juggle the demands of a plethora of
domestic and international allies,
has praised the positive role of Iranian advisers in the confrontation
with ISIS but he has yet to spell out
where Soleimani might fit into the
campaign.

Major-General Qassem
Soleimani was
reported to have
crossed into Iraq in
mid-August to play a
“major role” in the
liberation of Mosul.
With the Americans conceding
that their efforts to reconstitute the
Iraqi Army have been slower and
less successful than anticipated,
Abadi has been pushed towards
a greater reliance on the Iranian-

backed militias, despite the danger
that their presence in Sunni areas might generate more sectarian
strife.
The Americans, who have their
own advisers in Iraq to assist local
elements, such as the Iraqi Army
and the Kurds, say they do not
know for sure that Soleimani is
there.
“I can’t confirm what Soleimani
is doing,” US Army Colonel Chris
Garver, the US military spokesman
in Baghdad, said on August 16th. “If
he’s in the country or not, I’m not
sure.”
As for the Iranian-backed Shia militias, estimated to number 100,000
men, the Americans had not spotted any of them near peshmerga
lines south of Mosul, Garver said.
The PMF announced Soleimani’s
latest mission on August 6th. “The
presence of General Soleimani in
the operations to free Mosul and
Nineveh province is necessary and
General Soleimani is the greatest
adviser that has helped the Iraqi
government in the war against
ISIS,” PMF spokesman Ahmad alAsadi said.
Iran’s Fars News Agency quoted
Asadi as saying that Iranian advisers were in Iraq “at the request of
the Iraqi government” and had
played a key role in most operations
conducted by the PMF.
Asadi was speaking just a week
after he revealed that Abadi had
formalised the role of the militias
in February by ordering the PMF’s
incorporation as an “independent
military formation” within Iraq’s
security forces.
That would put it on a par with
Soleimani’s al-Quds Force, the elite
wing of the powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC),
which conducts foreign military
operations and controls proxy Shia
forces such as the PMF across the
Middle East.
Saudi Arabia’s Al Arabiya Television aired a related document it

identified as a signed executive order from Abadi which, among other
things, confirmed that the militia
formation would include its own
leadership, a general staff, fighting
formations and brigades.
The reported order could be interpreted as an attempt by the government to exert state control over
the militias. It establishes them
as part of the Iraqi armed forces,
linked to the Iraqi general command. Political activity within its
ranks is nominally banned. However, the move could equally be seen
as a further Iranian encroachment
into the national decision-making
process of Abadi’s Shia-dominated
government.

It is unlikely that other
forces ranged against
ISIS will accept this.
Tehran has been steadily increasing its influence in Iraq in recent
years, particularly after US forces
withdrew in December 2011.
On the ground, it is too early to
say what part the Shia militias will
play in the liberation of Mosul, despite the propaganda surrounding Soleimani’s central role. As
of mid-August most attention focused on the success of the Kurdish
peshmerga in recapturing villages
within 20km of the city as part of
preparations for a final push later in
the year.
Abdulrahman al-Rashed, head of
Al Arabiya, recently speculated that
Iran could become the graveyard of
the Iranian regime, which would be
bogged down in a country where
even the support of fellow Shias is
limited.
“The (Shia) majority runs the
state and does not need an external
power because it is the dominant
power,” he wrote in Saudi Arabia’s
Asharq al-Awsat newspaper.
“Most of the intelligence and logistical support is provided by the

Iraq’s cultural Dark Age

View poi nt

Ahmed Twaij

A December 2015 file picture shows Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps commander Qassem Soleimani (L) standing with fighters in
Anbar province.
Americans and most of the fighting
is carried out by Iraqis.”
Garver, meanwhile, confirmed
there was no American coordination with Iran. “We’re not working
with them in any way,” he briefed
Pentagon correspondents.
“We are coordinating with the
government of Iraq and we’ve got
60 other nations that we’re coordi-

I

raq is going through its own
Dark Age in which culture
has been strangled for fear
that arts such as music and
theatre offend Islam. The
Dark Age has seen few
scientific, artistic or economic
developments in post-Saddam
Iraq and sectarian conflict is just
shy of descending into civil war.
There are, however, attempts to
promote culture. Some audience
members at a recent performance
at the National Theatre in Baghdad chatted loudly, angering an
older man. “You ask me to respect
your Hussain, then you should
respect my [theatre],” he shouted,
referring to the Shia Imam Hussain, killed in battle with Sunni
foes in 680.
The outburst highlights the rift
within Iraq between those who
follow the arts and those who follow religious edicts. Recently, the
religious route has been far wider
and freethought and development
have been limited with words
spoken by religious jurists deemed
sacrosanct.
The streets of Baghdad, once
famed for their beauty and architecture, now have views obstructed by a coating of tasteless posters

Iraqi cultural heritage
is being overlooked in
favour of new religious
practices.

Baghdad’s Zawraa Cinema, now derelict.
of religious sayings or sectarian
leaders, considered by many to be
corrupt.
Speaking out against such divisive placards can be dangerous as
if these figures’ role in society is
not to be doubted. Iraqi cultural
heritage is being overlooked in
favour of new religious practices,
such as the 18 million-man annual
march from Najaf to Karbala commemorating the death of Imam
Hussain. The country shuts down
for nearly a month, a shock to both
the economy and security forces
that are pulled from front lines to
protect pilgrims.
Ironically, David Levering Lewis

in his book God’s Crucible explains
that if it were not for the Arabs of
Iraqi heritage, such as Ishaq alKindi, Hasan ibn al-Haythem and
Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi, Europe would not have
escaped its own Dark Ages and
achieved the Renaissance.
Art and culture have always
been the centre of inspiration and
development of nations. Once a
country begins to see the beauty in
art and culture, there is a reduced
tendency to highlight differences
between sects, as what unites a
population is greater than what
separates it.
Iraq needs to have a Renaissance

(Photo by: Ahmed Twaij)

Iraq needs
to have a
Renaissance
of its own.

nating with in support of that fight.”
Garver was asked whether he
thought swapping ISIS with Iranian-backed militias was just trading
one terrorist group for another.
“I think any force that’s operating inside the country of Iraq is of
concern to the government of Iraq,”
he said. “It’s their issue to be concerned with.”

of its own. Grandiose cinemas,
once the centre of arts and films in
the region, such as the Zawraa Cinema, now lie derelict. The Zawraa
Cinema on Rasheed Street used to
be the site of premieres of art-nouveau movies. The Cannes of the
Middle East is now a warehouse.
The street itself used to be home
to fashion stores, coffee shops and
bookshops. Sadly, the last book
shop, Mackenzie Library, closed
in late 2015. Stores, previously
promoting Iraq’s diversity, now
sell less glamorous items, such as
petrol generators.
The government’s failure to provide security and basic amenities
for its citizens has resulted in the
population being less interested
in culture than in its own basic
survival.
The foundation of the new Iraq
was formed on sectarian divisions,
bringing the differences between
Iraqis to the forefront of politics.
The very purpose of arts and culture is to unite people in questioning what divides them.
It is high time we promote culture, as it is through the arts that
we can escape the vicious grip of
division and conflict. This, however, is a long process; deep-seated
ideological differences will take
years to resolve before any change
is seen.
Ahmed Twaij is a British doctor,
born to Iraqi parents, researching
in Iraq for a master’s degree
in global health with conflict,
security and development from
King’s College London. He
is also a freelance writer and
photojournalist.
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Jordan eyes comprehensive plan to uproot violent extremism
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordan plans to implement a
comprehensive programme
to uproot violent extremism,
the main cause of terrorism
engulfing the region and be-

yond.
The programme, which envisages unifying mosque messages to
renounce violence and extremism
and support tolerance and peace, is
still in the planning stages.
It is to be implemented by the
end of the year but it will take several months to develop needed
awareness, especially among the
targeted segment: unemployed and
desperate young male Jordanians,
officials say.
However, some say it is doomed
to failure if its implementation is
not preceded by a stringent state
crackdown on the country’s 6,200
mosques to rid them of extremists,
who preach sermons that depict
adherents of other faiths — mainly
Christians and Jews — as enemies
of Islam.
“The preaching scene in Jordan
is freewheeling and it must be restrained and monitored carefully,”
said Muslim scholar Amjad Qourshah, who caused controversy in
June over his remarks criticising
the government for participating in
the war against Islamic State (ISIS).

The programme will be
launched in Zarqa, a
mining city east of
Amman and a known
bastion for Muslim
extremists.
“All preachers must be vetted
anew,” he said. “New preachers
must be appointed according to
a selective system based on their
qualification, not family connections.”
The plan to counter extremism
is supported jointly by Japan and
the UN Development Programme
(UNDP), agency country representative Zeina Ali Ahmed said.
She said a memorandum of understanding has been signed with

Jordan’s Counter Extremism Department. “We’re now working on
designing a strategy, which should
be ready later this year”.
The main highlight of the strategy is to prevent extremism and
combat the phenomenon socially
and economically. Under the programme, Jordan’s Ministry of Religious Affairs is to develop a curriculum and train mosque preachers.

The plan to counter
extremism is
supported jointly by
Japan and the UN
Development
Programme (UNDP).
The programme will be launched
in Zarqa, a mining city east of Amman and a known bastion for Muslim extremists. Zarqa is the hometown of the slain al-Qaeda in Iraq
leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, who
died in a June 2006 US drone attack.
UNDP will provide the expertise
but will not interfere in the curriculum. Japan will fund the plan.
Ahmed said UNDP would like to
see an online platform established
through which any person can contact authorities to inquire about religious issues in confidentiality.
The Jordanian moves underline
how serious the kingdom takes the
threat of extremism. Jordan has
come under militant attacks for its
close ties with the United States
and peace treaty with Israel.
One of the deadliest attacks was
carried out by Zarqawi’s group in
2005 against three Jordan-based
Western hotels. Sixty people — all
civilian Muslims — were killed.
In the past 17 years, Jordan broke
up nearly 800 groups involving
scores of militants said to be plotting to undermine Jordan’s unmatched record of stability in the
region.
This year, about 1,122 militants
were tried in Jordan’s military court
in at least 39 separate cases involving terrorism and extremism.
The country’s borders with Iraq
and Syria are also targets for ISIS’s
attacks.
ISIS fighters on August 16th attacked an Iraqi border guard base
near the Jordanian border, killing
nine people on the Iraqi side of the

Muslims perform prayer in Amman, Jordan, last July.
frontier. There was no immediate
claim of responsibility.
In March, a similar attack on a
Jordanian military installation on
the Syrian border killed six Jordanian security officials.
A recent incident pointing to
Jordan’s cluttered preaching scene
involved a renowned preacher appointed by the Ministry of Religious
Affairs to deliver selective sermons
on moderation in a grand mosque
outside a Palestinian refugee camp
north of Amman.
The original mosque preacher,
who has two other jobs, had been
absent from the mosque for more

than seven months this year. He
privately arranged with a friend to
deliver the sermons in his place but
the replacement preacher drew attention with extremist views and
fiery, anti-government speeches
that praised ISIS jihadists and urged
Jordanians and Palestinians in the
camp to join the fight in Syria and
Iraq.
Religious Affairs Minister Wael
Arabiyat said sermons would be
limited to selected mosques across
the country.
“Friday prayers will only be held
at selected mosques and this decision is final,” Arabiyat said. He

pointed out that he had top clergy
issue a fatwa endorsing the move.
Arabiyat explained that of the
6,200 mosques across the country,
including 1,720 in Amman, only
800 are under the ministry’s supervision.
“The Friday sermon is potentially
a dangerous media channel,” he
insisted. He noted that not all who
deliver sermons are trained or qualified to explain the Hadith, or the
sayings of the Prophet Mohammad
or verses from the Quran.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly.

What lies ahead for Syrian refugees in Jordan?
Roufan Nahhas

Zaatari

T

housands of Syrians in
four makeshift refugee
camps in Jordan increasingly appear as though
they are there to stay as
the multi-sided civil war in their
homeland drags into its sixth year
and President Bashar Assad has
clawed back territory with the help
of his Russian and Iranian allies.
Zaatari, the oldest of the Jordanbased camps, is a flat expanse in an
isolated corner of the Jordanian desert, where inhabitants complain
of whirling sand, scorpions and
snakes. The camp has grown from
a tented settlement sheltering four
families in 2011 to a sprawling city
of 80,000 inhabitants and tens of
thousands more when there are
delays handling refugee entries
into Jordan.
“Turning Zaatari camp from a
tented settlement into a vast city
so quickly indicates that the refugees will be there for a very long
time, possibly forever,” camp social
worker Jamil Barakat said.
“This is reminiscent of the Bekaa
refugee camp for Palestinian refugees which was a tented settlement when it was inaugurated
with an influx of Palestinian refugees from the war with Israel in the
West Bank in 1967,” he said. “It was
quickly turned into mud-and-brick
homes before it was rehabilitated

Syrian refugees collect water at the Zaatari refugee camp in
Mafraq, Jordan, near the border with Syria, last May.
into white limestone buildings
which were integrated into Jordan
and its inhabitants became Jordanian citizens.”
Two main paved roads in Zaatari
are dotted with more than 3,000
shops,
including
convenience
stores, money changers, pizza
delivery services, electrical appliance, cell phone and computer
shops,
barbershops,
women’s
beauty parlours and food stands.
Residents are given coupons to
exchange for food and other supplies from the shops. However,
plenty of cash changes hands in the
local market, where refugees say it

comes from back home.
For entertainment, a street named
after Paris’s famous Champs-Élysées
has coffee shops offering light summer drinks with water pipes. Elsewhere in the camp, anything from
drugs to alcohol is sold. There are
two brothels, said to be frequented
by single fighters who travel from
Syria for a short respite to see family and friends.
“There is a plan to settle us in
Jordan because Bashar Assad is going nowhere and the conflict back
home is likely to continue for ages,”
lamented Nasser Azroui, who fled
the Syrian border town of Daraa on

the Jordanian frontier along with
his wife and three children in 2011.
“It’s comfortable to live here,”
added the mechanic, who works at
a Jordanian car repair shop in nearby Mafraq. He said he leaves for
work every morning and returns
before sunset.
But for Eyad Masri, 28, also from
Daraa, living standards are below
expectations.
“We came here in 2012, desperate
and uncertain of what is waiting for
us in this camp, which consisted
of few tents, no electricity and resembled a barren land but we had
no choice. We had to escape, fearing for our lives,” said Masri, who
works as a teacher at one of the
four official schools in the camp.
“We thank God for everything,
especially for our safety, but still
this is not what we had in mind.
We are well-educated people and
we deserve to live and have a normal life. The war in Syria seems
like it will never end, which means
violence and killings will remain,”
added the father of two who lives
in a pre-fabricated home called a
caravan.
“We have everything from shops
to cafés but still this is not our
home. Many tried to travel back to
Syria but could not return. For me
and my family I cannot take this
risk,” he said.
Masri, who is making enough to
meet his family’s daily needs, said
that sometimes they feel like Palestinians who left their homes due to
the Israeli occupation.

“Palestinians left their country
and settled in camps and today they
are living in camps and this idea is
haunting us here,” he said. “I see
myself returning home and back
to my normal life soon but according to what is happening I prefer to
focus on my work and family here
and hope things will change. Sometimes, I really find it hard to explain
the situation to my children.”

The camp has grown
from a tented
settlement sheltering
four families in 2011 to
a sprawling city of
80,000 inhabitants.
He said the camp is more organised than before.
“There is a sharia court that handles marriages in the camp as it was
a chaotic and random matter with
stories of little girls married to really old men but now there are regulations and laws to govern this,”
he said.
According to the UN refugee
agency, 80 children are born in
the camp each week and 57% of
the population is under the age of
18. However, one in every three
children in Zaatari does not go to
school because parents do not see
any use for them to enroll. Instead,
parents put them to work to make
money.
Roufan Nahhas is a journalist
based in Jordan.
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Israel lures East Jerusalem schools to abandon Palestinian syllabus
Malak Hasan

Jerusalem

T

he Israeli Ministry of Education is offering millions
of dollars to underfunded
East Jerusalem schools to
abandon the Palestinian
Authority’s approved curriculum
and switch to an Israeli syllabus.
The ministry in January said it
would give more than $5 million
to each school that teaches the Israeli curriculum instead of the Palestinian Authority (PA) teaching
plan. The extra funding will not be
extended to schools using the PA
curriculum, although the money
is from a general budget meant to
serve all East Jerusalem students
regardless of what they study.
The Palestinian Authority described the plan, first reported
by the Israeli daily Haaretz, as an
outrage. Palestinian parents said it
was a violation of students’ human
rights and an attempt to create a
future Palestinian generation with
a “Zionist mind”.

“Israel wants to teach
our children that
there is no al-Aqsa
mosque and that
Sharon is a hero.”
Ziad Shamali, chairman of
Jerusalem schools parents’
committee
“Israel wants to teach our children that there is no al-Aqsa
mosque and that [former Israeli
prime minister Ariel] Sharon is a
hero. They want our children to
recite verses from the Torah and
memorise the Israeli national anthem,” said Ziad Shamali, chairman of Jerusalem schools parents’
committee.
Palestinian critics said the plan
was part of a long series of illegal
and unjust measures that jeopardise the Palestinian presence in Jerusalem.
Traditionally, Israel has been op-

posed to references in Palestinian
textbooks identifying Jews as enemies, with clerics teaching religion
classes that the last showdown on
Earth would pit Muslims against
Jews who would hide or run for
their lives but not be spared.

Israel said it would
give more than $5
million to each school
that teaches the Israeli
curriculum.
Since Israel seized East Jerusalem in the 1967 war on grounds the
city was part of the indivisible and
eternal capital of the Jewish state,
attempts to rub out the identity
and culture of its indigenous Arab
population have increased.
Israel tried at the time to force
Palestinian schools to teach the Israeli curriculum, which omits Palestinian history, but gave up after
families staged months of strikes
and protests.
Shamali said that “even now, the
curriculum approved by the PA is
censored by Israel. We are not allowed to print our books and by
the time our children receive them,
they are full with blacked out text”
by Israeli censors.
Palestinians in the West Bank
and East Jerusalem have expressed
concern about the amount of money and effort invested by Israel to
complete what has been labelled
an “Israelisation process”.
Rasim Ebidat, a Jerusalem-based
journalist and political analyst,
said: “It is evident that the Israeli
Ministry of Education led by the
extremist Naftali Bennett, head of
the Jewish Home far-right party,
has put a comprehensive plan to
control the educational system in
Jerusalem.”
There are about 100,000 Palestinian students studying the Palestinian curriculum in Jerusalem and
1,500 studying the Israeli version,
Shamali said.
According to Israeli statistics,
eight out of 180 schools teach the
Israeli syllabus and several schools
have opened some classrooms to

Palestinian school children walk to school in the Ras Khamis neighbourhood of east Jerusalem.
teach the Israeli curriculum.
Bennett said the main goal of the
plan was to “bolster schools that
already offer this curriculum and
encourage additional schools to
do so”. He said it aimed to “aid the
process of Israelisation”.
Israeli commentators said the
move allowed students to take
the Israeli matriculation exam,
easing acceptance into Israeli colleges and universities. Shamali
said those are groundless claims,
because Israeli universities do not
require students to study the Israeli curriculum to enroll at Israeli
universities.
Palestinians said the plan was
political and ideological rather
than to benefit East Jerusalem’s
students.

A mother of two children at a
school run by the Jerusalem Municipality said the plan took advantage of Jerusalem’s need for extra
classrooms because the funding is
only for physical improvements,
such as computer rooms and
sports facilities.
“Israel doesn’t allow us to build
new schools and renovate old
ones. We need another 2,300 classrooms to accommodate the growing number of students. That is 100
schools,” Shamali said.
Israel gives permits to open private schools willing to teach the
Israeli curriculum in exchange for
financial support. Many Palestinians send their children to those
schools because there is no other
option.

Palestinian Education Minister
Sabri Saidam said the plan was
unfair and, along with several
Arab Israeli Knesset members, instructed East Jerusalem schools to
be supplied with Palestinian textbooks free of charge.
Hanna Issa, head of the IslamicChristian committee, said Article
50 in the fourth Geneva Convention says that the occupying power
shall make arrangements for the
maintenance and education, if
possible by persons of the children’s own nationality, language
group and religion, which means
that Israel must not interfere in the
curriculum.
Malak Hasan is a reporter based in
Ramallah.

Egypt’s bid to revive Israeli-Palestinian peace
talks has risks and benefits

View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

E

gypt’s push to get
moribund IsraeliPalestinian peace
talks moving gained
some visibility in the
Arab world and
Washington, enhancing Cairo’s
importance and prestige.
However, given Israel’s far-right
government and the split within
the Palestinian leadership, it is
doubtful that tangible results can
be achieved and failure could
redound on Cairo.
The visit by Egyptian Foreign
Minister Sameh Shoukry to Israel
in July — the first time Egypt’s
highest ranking diplomat had
travelled to Israel in more than a
decade — was a surprise to many
but in some respects it should
not have been. Since President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi ousted
Muhammad Morsi from power in
2013, relations between Egypt
and Israel have warmed, primarily because of the terrorist threat
in the Sinai and mutual antipathy
towards Hamas, which controls

Both Egypt and Israel
have an interest in
showing the world that
they are pursuing an
Israeli-Palestinian deal.

the Gaza Strip.
Israel and Egypt have informally agreed to temporarily alter
security aspects of the 1979
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty that
restricts the number of troops
and equipment in parts of the
Sinai to allow Egyptian security
forces to deploy more assets near
the Israeli border to combat the
Wilayat Sinai, the terrorist group
affiliated with the Islamic State
(ISIS).
Egypt has destroyed numerous
tunnels that had allowed smuggled goods, weapons and people
to move between the Sinai and
Gaza. Its efforts have been
appreciated by Israel.
Sisi and Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu have a
mutual interest in such cooperation and the two reportedly
frequently speak on the phone.
Achieving a Palestinian-Israeli
deal, however, is more difficult.
Both Egypt and Israel have an
interest in showing the world that
they are pursuing an Israeli-Palestinian deal. For the Egyptians,
the Palestinian issue is their
strong suit because of their
long-standing ties to Fatah and
the Palestinian Authority led by
Mahmoud Abbas and their ability
to influence the Israelis to some
degree. The Palestinian issue still
unifies the Arab world while
other issues in the region, such as
the Syrian conflict, are divisive.
By fostering good relations

with Israel, Egypt can use the
overture to deflect charges in
Washington about its human
rights record.
For the Israelis, a revival of the
Palestinian peace process with
the Egyptians can show that the
government has friends in the
Arab world and is not opposed to
peace. Israel prefers working
with Egypt over cooperating with
international efforts, such as the
French initiative which Israel
sees as pressuring it to make
concessions.
Despite these positives, it is not
clear that Egypt will be successful
in moving the Israeli-Palestinian
peace track forward.
Egypt, while reaching out to
the Israelis, has not bucked the
Arab consensus and is unlikely to
do so. It supports the 2002 Saudi
initiative that calls for an independent Palestinian state based
on the 1967 borders with East
Jerusalem as its capital and a
“just” solution for Palestinian
refugees. Shoukry reiterated this
position during his visit to Israel.
Such a position is welcomed by
Fatah and shows the Arab world
that Egypt is not caving in to the
Israelis but it is doubtful that
Israel’s right-wing government
would support it.
Although Netanyahu is on
record supporting a two-state
solution — with numerous
caveats — some parties within his
fragile coalition clearly do not

It is doubtful
that tangible
results can
be achieved
and failure
could
redound on
Cairo.

share this view. The Jewish Home
party, led by Naftali Bennett,
adamantly opposes giving any
territory to the Palestinians. It is
not even clear how much of the
West Bank Netanyahu would
actually relinquish. On the issue
of Jerusalem, he has frequently
said the city should forever
remain united and under Israeli
control.
In part because of these
positions, Netanyahu’s fellow
Likud Party member Moshe
Yaalon resigned as Defence
minister in May, stating that
“extremist and dangerous”
elements had taken over the
party and the government.
On the Palestinian side, Hamas
and Fatah are still split despite
having signed a unity agreement.
Even if Israel and Fatah, with
Egyptian help, were able to reach
an agreement, Hamas could use
its influence (and arms) to disrupt
and scuttle a deal.
So while Egypt might earn
points in the Arab world and in
Washington for trying to broker
an Israeli-Palestinian deal, it
might ultimately elicit criticism
in Arab circles for indulging
Netanyahu and his government
without getting much in return.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Fears of a wider militia war after ISIS is defeated
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he defeat of the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Sirte might
trigger a wider conflagration between Libya’s rival
militias, especially in the
eastern region’s oil-producing areas, experts said.
National Oil Company (NOC)
Chairman Mustafa Sanallah expressed fears that rival military factions are preparing for a major battle with control of oilfields in the
east at stake.
Such a battle would likely kill efforts to revive oil exports at a crucial time for Libya’s deteriorating
economy. Sanallah urged politicians across the country’s political divide to reduce tensions that
could fan the conflict.
Because of blockades and other
incidents at eastern ports, Libya’s
oil production stands at 200,000
barrels per day (bpd) down from
the 1.6 million bpd it was producing before dictator Muammar
Qaddafi was ousted in 2011.
The country’s deficit is estimated
at 60% of gross domestic product
(GDP) this year. The Tripoli government has resorted to Central Bank
reserves, which have fallen to $70
billion in 2016 from $120 billion in
2012, according to the International
Monetary Fund.

Such a battle would
likely kill efforts to
revive oil exports at a
crucial time for Libya’s
deteriorating
economy.
If the trend continues, Libya will
run out of reserves in less than four
years.
“The war now is about who is
governing the oil,” Sanallah told
the Petroleum Economist. “The
civil war is guided by the war for
the oil. Everyone wants to govern
the oil.”

Troops from four sides of the conflict are amassing in eastern areas
of Libya. Soldiers loyal to Qaddafi’s
rump Libyan National Army (LNA),
their rival federalist militias, Petroleum Facilities Guards (PFG) allied with Misrata-led Dawn forces,
which are aligned with the UNappointed Government of National
Accord (GNA) in Tripoli.
“I’m afraid there will be a battle,”
Sanallah said. “I sent a very clear
message, asking all parties to keep
oil out of this conflict. If these facilities are subjected to war it will be a
disaster for the country and will be
bad for all Libyans.”

If the trend continues,
Libya will run out of
Central Bank reserves
in less than four years.
At the time when the GNA appears inching closer towards victory against ISIS in Sirte this could
be a key moment testing its legitimacy.
UN envoy Martin Kobler, in a recent interview with a Swiss newspaper, said popular support for the
GNA was crumbling with much of
the early backing for its authority
evaporating due to worsening living conditions for Libyans because
of economic and security woes.
If Sirte is declared liberated, serious rifts within GNA-affiliated militias are highly likely between those
supporting a full attack against the
LNA led by General Khalifa Haftar
and those leaning towards ousting
Islamist militias from Tripoli.
GNA Defence Minister Colonel
Mahdi al-Barghathi visited Zuetina
PFG chief Ibrahim Jathran after the
LNA threatened to take control of
the port.
“We are defending our homeland, our people and [to] protect
the only wealth of the Libyan people,” said Jathran, who also appeared in an online video with representatives of al-Magharba tribe
from which most of PFG militiamen hail.
Abdulrazak al-Nazhuri, chief-

Libyan forces allied with the UN-backed government receive ammunition for their tank during a
battle with ISIS fighters in neighbourhood Number Two in Sirte, Libya, on August 16th.
of-staff for the LNA who was appointed by the Tobruk-based internationally recognised parliament
as military head of the eastern oil
region, has threatened to target oil
tankers that do not have permission from eastern authorities to
dock.
The LNA has mobilised around
eastern oil ports and fields where
PFG forces are deployed.
“We will enter the ports of Zueitina and Es Sider and Ras Lanuf,”
Nazhuri said.
An LNA brigade has entered
Zueitina in a show of force, though
it stopped short of the oil port controlled by the PFG. “Our entry into
the ports is to protect them, not to
occupy them or to be substitutes
for the mercenaries or thieves who
preceded us,” Nazhuri said.
Western powers, which are help-

ing the GNA led by Fayez al-Sarraj,
voiced concerns about tensions
around Zueitina oil terminal.
The United States, France, Britain, Germany, Spain and Italy
urged a return to government control of all oil and gas installations
and called on all parties “to abstain
from any act of hostility and avoid
all actions that could damage or
disrupt energy infrastructure”.
“Now as it was during the early
moment of the revolution a single
target was decided and the rival
factions fighting for it are lined up.
It is the aim of controlling the oil
which allows the control of the political power,” said Libyan political
commentator Ahmed Fitouri.
“The war over oil is nearing.
The war is drawing closer over oil
as [ISIS] is defeated or about to be
defeated,” he said predicting that

Misrata’s powerful militias will
take part in that projected war after
they had honed their military skills
and forged support during their
fight against ISIS in Sirte for more
than three months.
However, analysts doubt more
Libyan oil will be flowing to world
markets soon even if there were no
conflict between rival factions.
“Opening the ports allows the
NOC to start undertaking repairs
but that will still take time,” said
Scott Modell, an analyst at energy
consultancy Rapidan Group.
“One announcement about potentially opening ports that are not
fully functional is not going to turn
around the overall trajectory of the
political process.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

ISIS in Libya: Retreating or advancing
in another direction?

View poi nt

Amine Ben
Masoud

T

he Islamic State (ISIS)
is in retreat from
Libya’s strategic
central port city of
Sirte but this is a
rather orderly retreat
in the face of forces loyal to the
UN-backed Presidential Council
headed by Fayez al-Sarraj and
backed by US air strikes. The
questions are: What does the
future hold for Libya? And what
will ISIS do?
By taking control of Sirte, the
Presidential Council is seeking
to extend its political legitimacy towards eastern Libya. The
country has been fragmented
among different governments and
various military, militia and terrorist forces since the overthrow
of Muammar Qaddafi in 2011. The
Presidential Council is seeking to
prove its mettle and demonstrate
that it is the legitimate authority
in the North African oil- and gasproducing country.
Since legitimacy in the Arab
world appears to come at the barrel of a gun, not from the will of

Real political legitimacy
in Libya must be based
on the parliamentary
elections of 2014,
not military force or
territorial control.

the people or the ballot box,
then it is military might
and territorial control that
are the deciding factors.
The irony is that the Arab
political, cultural and media elite have been inspired
by the idea that whoever is
in control of the capital,
and other strategic areas,
is the legitimate power,
regardless of the will of
the people, respect for
the country’s culture
and traditions, its
democratic foundations or political
norms. However,
it is from these vital
principles, not force of
arms, where true legitimacy
comes from.
So real political legitimacy in
Libya must, therefore, be based
on the parliamentary elections of
2014, not military force or territorial control. Sarraj’s troops
have every right to celebrate the
retreat of ISIS from Sirte but
it is important to note that
ISIS has retreated and not
been defeated. This terrorist
group remains a force, albeit
a scattered one, and a threat
to Libya and its neighbours. The
threat of the group’s dangerous
ideology to recruit new members
and inspire attacks remains.
It is also clear that ISIS’s withdrawal from Sirte came thanks to
Western intervention, with European special forces on the ground

The
questions
are: What
does the
future hold
for Libya?
And what
will ISIS
do?

A fighter of Libyan forces allied with the
UN-backed government looks through a pair of
binoculars during a battle with Islamic State
fighters in Sirte, Libya, on August 15th.

in Libya and US air strikes playing
a decisive factor in the battle for
the city.
Europe is footing an expensive
bill to keep ISIS from its shores but
its actions are out of self-interest,
not due to any real concern for
Libya. Europe wants to ensure
that ISIS is not able to infiltrate the
continent and if the group retreats
towards the Libyan interior, the
Europeans will not pursue ISIS
there.
Europe is entering the conflict
management stage of its fight
against ISIS and it is prepared to
give up certain things to safeguard
more strategic interests, such as
control of the vital energy corridors, including Libya. European
countries are fighting against ISIS
but this is a fight with many different fronts and they must prioritise
some battles over others.
ISIS is in retreat from Sirte but
that only means its fighters are
advancing in another direction, to
Libya’s border regions and towards
Niger, Algeria and Tunisia. ISIS
could move to target US forces
in Senegal, via Niger and Mali. It
could look to exploit the situation
in Algeria, particularly the issue of
the restive ethnic Tuaregs in the
south or it could carry out more
terrorist attacks in Tunisia.
Yes, ISIS might be in retreat in
Libya but that only means it is advancing in a different direction.
Amine Ben Masoud is a Tunisian
writer and political analyst.
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Fighting extremism

Interview

Countering extremism is priority for first woman
provost of Tunisia’s religious university
Lamine Ghanmi

T
Tunis

he first female
provost of Tunisia’s Higher
Institute for Sharia
and Religious
Studies said
battling the
influence of
Islamist extremists is part of a
broader goal of providing spiritual calm for a Muslim population tormented by anguish and
uncertainty.
“The fight against terrorism is
my concern and a top priority because terrorism is not perpetrated
only by those who have their
hands stained with blood. Terrorism begins with discourse. It starts
from ideas and grows into hatred,
exclusion and rejection of others
before turning into killing and
bloodletting,” Bouthaina Jelassi
said in an interview at her office.
Jelassi, who has a doctorate in
Islamic studies, in July was appointed chief officer of an institute
that trains thousands of mosque
imams and preachers as well as
teachers for Quranic schools at
mosques.
Most of Tunisia’s 5,600 mosque
imams and preachers were trained
at the institute, which operates under the supervision of the Ministry
of Religious Affairs.
The Tunisian government declared a “war on terrorism” after
jihadists killed 61 people, mostly
foreigners, in two attacks in 2015
that devastated the country’s tourism industry and frightened away
investors.
Government officials agree with

experts that such a war must be
buttressed by a comprehensive
strategy that includes countering
radical Islamist messages aimed at
radicalising and recruiting youth
to join extremist groups.
An estimated 5,000 Tunisians
have joined the Islamic State (ISIS)
and other extremist organisations
in Syria, Iraq and Libya.
Radical Islamists were said to
have found it easy to seize control
of mosques and other public
spaces following the overthrow of
president Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali
in 2011 as the main ruling Islamist
Ennahda Party that replaced him
viewed the inclusion of Salafists
and other radical groups as necessary for a “comprehensive democracy”.
Secularists and liberals in Tunisia accused Ennahda of practicing
“double-talk” by assuring Tunisians and sceptics abroad that
the party was a bulwark against
extremism while at the same time
encouraging Salafists and other
radical allies to push for Islamisation of society through their
attacks on cultural events and
symbols of a secular state.
“I believe in the importance of
the discourse and exchange of
ideas to influence and convince
people and shape vision,” Jelassi
said. “This is why my project is to
focus on the mechanisms of the
discourse.”
She noted “the importance given
to the interpretation, comprehension and understanding of Quran
and Sunna and exegesis,” referring
to the holy book of Islam and the
words and deeds of the Prophet
Mohammad.
“Extremist thought and ideas
are relying on sacred texts for
arguments to bolster the narrow
interpretations they extract from

UAE regulator warns
of radicalisation
through e-games
Jennifer Bell

Abu Dhabi

U

AE authorities have
called on parents to
steer their children away
from making online connections with strangers.
The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) warned that
criminals use conversations to gain
an understanding of their target and
identify potential weak points in
their psyche, develop a relationship
and ultimately direct them towards
crime.

“What has been
missing so far in
many of the
prevention
programmes is the
offline dimension to
recruitment.”

Sara Zeiger, senior research
analyst at Hedayah
“The groups that adopt such vicious thinking are trying to recruit
young people and adolescents
through some electronic games,
starting with unusual conversations
with them in such a way that it reveals their weaknesses so they can
be easily exploited and instructed
to commit unlawful acts,” said Mohammed al-Zarooni, TRA’s director
for policy and programmes, in a

statement from state news agency
WAM.
He encouraged young people to
approach their elders and the authorities if such groups try to connect with them and suggested that
parents become more aware of their
children’s online activities.
Recommendations by Abu Dhabi-based think-tank Hedayah, in
the 2016 Security Jam — Beyond
Conventional Security Challenges
report, stressed the importance
of “credible messengers” such as
family members, social workers,
psychologists, police, youth workers and religious leaders to protect
young people from being turned
towards crime, violence, radicalism and extremism through online
activities.
Eric Eifert, senior vice-president
of managed security services at UAE
cyber-security company Dark Matter, said: “With respect to education
of parents and children about the
potential dangerous side of technology and online activities, we believe
parents need to understand how
technology and online activities can
be used to target and exploit youth.
“This will allow them to have a
conversation with their children
as well as monitor their activities.
At a macro level, nations need to
develop cyber-crime investigation
capabilities that can investigate allegations of illegal activities that occur online.
“Developing online undercover
operations that can detect and neutralise cyber-crime is one example.”
The TRA emphasised the unprec-

“Terrorism is not
perpetrated only
by those who
have their hands
stained with
blood.”
Bouthaina Jelassi,
provost of the
Tunisian Higher
Institute for Sharia
and Religious Studies

Most of Tunisia’s
5,600 mosque
imams and
preachers were
trained at the
institute.

verses and words from the Prophet
that are taken out of their contexts
and timelines,” Jelassi said. “Extremists do not respect the spirit of
the religion and the sharia in their
discourses.”
She pledged to adapt the education programme to the necessity
and urgency of fighting fanatical
ideas. “I will work with imams,
preachers and teachers to improve the substance of the Islamic
discourse and the ways they relate
and connect with the faithful,” she
said.
In addition to Islamic teachings,
the institute’s curriculum includes
biology, psychology, sociology,
anthropology and other fields.
Ali Ghorbal, a preacher at the
Assalam mosque in the wealthy
Tunis neighbourhood of Ennasr,
said there was a need to mobilise
enlightened imams to counter the
influence of extremists.
“Young people from well-to-do
families join mosques to discover
new spiritual strength. At first,
they come to the mosque with
smiling faces. But they change
when they are picked by extremist operatives for brainwashing,”
Ghorbal said. “I knew at least four

who died in Syria [fighting for
ISIS],” he said.
“Youth in poor districts or remote areas in the countryside are
recruited with promises of money,
a gun and a wife, three components of virility that they yearn for.
They are easy prey for recruiters,”
he said.
Jelassi said Muslims in general
and young Tunisians in particular
need a moderate Islamic discourse
at a time when people feel stress,
anguish and uncertainty.
“People seek salvation through
the traditional values of Islam,
which gives importance to dialogue, compromise and respect
for difference,” she said. “Youth
are experiencing hard times with
massive unemployment and poverty… Imams and preachers can
help them by reminding them of
the Islamic values of patience and
optimism,” she said.
Jelassi wants to open the institute to local and foreign civic organisations as well as to Christian
universities and institutions.
“I want them to discover the
truth of Islam, which does not necessarily stem from the interpretations of others,” she said.

An October 2015 picture shows customers looking at computer products at the Mall of the Emirates in
Dubai.
edented pace at which technology
has developed in the last 20 years,
which adds another dimension to
the challenge of preventing children
being drawn towards crime and extremism.
According to EY Cybersecurity
partner Clinton Firth: “The issue
here is keeping up with the various
programmes, applications and their
continued evolution.
“There are small government programmes and some not-for-profit
organisations that will help with the
fundamentals, such as explaining
where to find the privacy settings
and what should a third party provide at a minimum with respect to
online security.”
He says parents must see their
children’s internet safety as being
of equal importance to their general

well-being.
“The key is for them to take an interest in their kids’ online activities
as they do in their physical world,”
he said. “This is a priority, as the
internet provides more anonymity and many criminals hide behind
that.
“Installing third-party monitoring software might be an option to
help get better control of children’s
activities beyond just applications
and into the social media platforms
that are commonly used by criminals.”
While the TRA statement did not
specifically refer to any particular
criminal groups, the Hedayah study
warned of the high level of threat to
the UAE posed by terrorist organisations such as the Islamic State (ISIS)
and the potential spread of extrem-

ism and conflict, although it also
stated that family homes and public
places are equally fertile territory
for those espousing radical ideas to
look to for recruiting.
“What has been missing so far
in many of the prevention programmes is the offline dimension
to recruitment,” said Sara Zeiger,
senior research analyst at Hedayah.
“The more successful models for
disengagement seem to include
some elements of face-to-face interaction or mentorship.
“Very little is being done in terms
of non-coercive prevention about
the transition between online interactions and offline recruitment.”
Jennifer Bell is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in the United
Arab Emirates.
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Biden rides into Turkish storm
Thomas Seibert

Washington

U

S Vice-President Joe
Biden is riding into a
political storm as he embarks on a crucial visit to
Turkey with the goal of
repairing growing discord between
the two countries.
Biden’s visit — scheduled for
August 24th — is the first by a top
American government official since
a failed coup against President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on July 15th. Erdogan, who recently met with Russian President Vladimir Putin, has
complained that Turkey’s Western
allies failed to show solidarity with
the elected government in Ankara.
While the United States and the
European Union condemned the
uprising, they also called on Erdogan to show restraint in going
after suspected coup supporters.
Some Western critics accuse him of

Biden’s visit —
scheduled for August
24th — is the first by a
top American
government official
since failed coup.
launching a witch hunt against opponents of all stripes.
The West’s stance has angered
pro-government forces in Turkey,
the only predominantly Muslim
NATO member and a US strategic
ally since the 1950s. “Since July 15th,
Western media have not stopped
criminalising Turkey’s leader or
people,” Saadet Oruc, a columnist for the pro-Erdogan newspaper
Daily Sabah, wrote recently. “It is as
if Western media and decision makers are dissatisfied that the coup attempt failed.”
The United States has taken the
brunt of Turkish criticism; one
Turkish minister suggested that the
United States actually orchestrated
the coup attempt, a charge that

drew angry denials from Washington. The harsh tone derives from the
US rejection of Erdogan’s demand
to immediately extradite Fethullah
Gulen, a 77-year-old Islamic cleric
and scholar whom Ankara accuses
of being the coup’s mastermind.
Gulen denies the accusation. Erdogan has said America must choose
between Turkey and Gulen.
Turkish news reports said initially US Secretary of State John Kerry
would visit Ankara but the Obama
administration decided to send
Biden instead as a sign it regards the
tensions between the two allies as a
very serious problem.
This will be Biden’s second visit
to Turkey this year. His first, in January, was overshadowed by differences between Ankara and Washington. On that visit, after meeting
journalists known to be critical of
Erdogan, Biden said locking up
critics and curtailing internet freedom was “not the kind of example
that needs to be set”. In response,
Ahmet Davutoglu, then Turkey’s
prime minister, said that by meeting the dissident reporters Biden
had not seen “the full picture”.
The forthcoming visit could have
an even sharper tone. Apart from
criticising Washington over Gulen,
Turkey is angry over US support for
Kurdish factions fighting the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria. Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu has said
Ankara expected Washington to
keep its word and make Kurdish rebels withdraw east of the Euphrates
river in northern Syria following the
capture of the town of Manbij from
ISIS. Turkey is concerned that Syrian Kurds could carve out their own
state along the border with Turkey.
“The US needs to keep its promise,”
Cavusoglu said.
Some observers in Washington
have begun to question Turkey’s
reliability as a strategic ally in the
region. The Stimson Center, a thinktank, released a report saying that
American nuclear weapons deployed in Turkey were under risk of
“seizure by terrorists or other hos-

A January 2016 file picture shows Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (L) meeting with US
Vice-President Joe Biden in Istanbul, Turkey.
tile forces”.
Ibrahim Karagul, editor of the
pro-government daily Yeni Safak,
called on Ankara to seize US nuclear
weapons stored at the Incirlik airbase in southern Turkey. “Nuclear
weapons in Incirlik must be handed
over to Turkey,“ Karagul posted on
Twitter, or “Turkey must take control of the weapons by itself“.
Incirlik, which is about 200km
from the Syrian border, has been
used as a base for US and allied warplanes attacking ISIS positions in
Syria. Turkish authorities claim the
base was used by leaders of July’s
coup attempt. The base’s power
supply was cut temporarily as police hunted for suspects.
The Congressional Research Service, the research arm of the US
Congress, also expressed concern

about the safety of nuclear weapons
at Incirlik. “Most experts agree that
the weapons at Incirlik are not, at
this time, vulnerable to theft or loss
of control,” the report said, “but
many have questioned the wisdom
of the continued deployment of US
nuclear weapons in Europe, in general, and in Turkey, in particular.”

Some observers in
Washington have
begun to question
Turkey’s reliability as
a strategic ally in the
region.
Concerns about Turkey have surfaced in other Western countries as
well. According to a leaked government document, Germany is wor-

ried about Erdogan’s sympathies for
the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas
and fears that Turkey had become
a “platform for action for Islamist
groups” in the region, according to
German state broadcaster ARD.
In Washington, experts said the
United States should end its reliance on Turkey. Steven Cook, of the
Council on Foreign Relations, told
a panel at the Hoover Institution
in Washington: “We cannot build a
relationship on mythology”, in reference to the Cold War cooperation
between the two countries.
“Looking at the costs and benefits
of this relationship,” Cook said, “it
may be time for the United States to
think about alternatives.”
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Turkey and West do not see eye to eye on Gulen threat
Constanze Letsch

Istanbul

M

any in Turkey are increasingly frustrated
about the reluctance
of their Western allies to show solidarity after a failed coup attempt in
which at least 265 people died and
more than 2,000 were injured.
The ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) blamed Western governments for shielding
US-based cleric Fethullah Gulen,
whom Turkey accuses of being the
mastermind behind the coup attempt. International critics, however, say the investigation into possible coup plotters has turned into
a witch hunt.
Since the failed takeover on July
15th, the Turkish government has
launched a ferocious purge of state
institutions, private businesses
and the media in which Gulen and
his followers are said to have exercised strong influence for decades.

Many in Turkey are
increasingly frustrated
about the reluctance
of their Western allies
to show solidarity
after a failed coup
attempt.
More than 60,000 soldiers, police officers, judges, prosecutors,
teachers and other civil servants
with alleged links to the Gulen
network have been detained or
dismissed from their jobs. Private
schools, media companies, charities and health institutions were
shut down and dozens of journalists have been arrested. Gulen

denies having any role in the attempted coup.
Turkey’s Western allies have
shown reluctance in taking Turkish accusations against the Gulen
network at face value and human
rights groups expressed concern
over the purges. In Turkey, however, both supporters and critics
of the AKP said they are frustrated
about the West’s unwillingness to
take the perceived threat posed by
the Gulen network seriously.
“The Gulenists did an excellent
job at convincing the West of their
good intentions. They have an immense international network, are
well-spoken and well-educated,”
said Ismail Saymaz, a journalist
who has researched the US-based
cleric’s network.
“For ten years we have suffered
at the hands of a criminal gang
that presented itself to the outside
world as a movement for peace and
interfaith dialogue, while ruthlessly moving against its opponents
inside Turkey.”
It has long been assumed in Turkey that Gulen’s vast network had
infiltrated the judiciary and the
security apparatus but those who
dared to speak up or criticise the
cleric were swiftly punished. Some
journalists, such as Ahmet Sik and
Nedim Sener, who investigated
how Gulenists took over Turkey’s
police force, went to jail for reporting on the issue. That, however,
was when Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan and Gulen were allies.
Since the coup attempt, things
have changed. More people are
openly saying they have fallen victim to Gulenist efforts to infiltrate
crucial state institutions.
Mehmet Koc, formerly a cadet at
one of Turkey’s prestigious mili-

US-based cleric Fethullah Gulen at his home in Saylorsburg,
Pennsylvania, US.
tary academies, spoke as a member of the Platform of Dismissed
and Discharged Students from the
Turkish Armed Forces, an association formed in 2006 to draw attention to the violence and what Koc
calls “psychological and physical
torture” by Gulenist commanders
against cadets deemed “unwanted” by the network.
For Koc, things became bad after
he entered the military academy
in Ankara in 2009. “They put us
‘unwanted’ students into so-called
shock teams of ten cadets each,” he
recalled, adding that he had been
categorised as “Kemalist”, and
hence not Gulen material, because
of a book he had borrowed from a
school library while in high school.
“They tortured us. We were deprived of sleep, of food, of water.

We had to crawl everywhere, even
on asphalt. My skin was raw and
bleeding constantly,” he said.
“They humiliated us. They made
us jump into rubbish bins with
our mouths open, told us that we
were not better than garbage and
not worthy of becoming officers in
the Turkish army. They did everything they could to make us leave
to make room for their own students.”
Of the 470 cadets who entered
the academy at the beginning of
the academic year, only 250 were
left at the end of the 42-day orientation period, Koc said. He left on
day 20. It was not just a matter of a
ruined career. For cadets, dropping
out of the free military education
without going on to serve in the
armed forces meant paying sub-

stantial fines of more than $33,500
to the state.
“Some families were ruined by
this,” Koc said.
He stressed that the government
long ignored — and even actively
encouraged — the infiltration of the
Turkish military by the Gulenists.
The AKP’s domination of Turkish
politics for more than a decade
was supported by Erdogan’s close
alliance with Gulen’s organisation,
his money and international influence, Koc said.
It is for that reason that Tamer
Akgokce, a judge and board member of Yarsav, an association of
judges and prosecutors, harshly
criticised the government’s efforts to describe itself solely as
the victim. For him, Erdogan’s recent public plea to “the people and
god” to forgive him for letting Gulen fool him, rings hollow.
“The Gulenists took over the
judiciary with the aid of the AKP
government and they did great
harm,” he said speaking on behalf
of Yarsav. “The rule of law is in
tatters in Turkey. Judges and prosecutors were dismissed, moved
to far-away posts. Careers were
destroyed. With the help of the
Gulenists inside the judiciary, the
AKP passed all the laws they wanted and needed. They got rid of opponents.”
Akgokce warned that the purges of judges and prosecutors run
counter to legal rules and principles and he said a number of those
arrested had had no dealings with
Gulen.
“It is time for the government to
realise that two wrongs don’t make
a right,” he said.
Constanze Letsch is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly in Istanbul.
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Deadly duo: The Islamic
Republic and the Islamic State
Ed Blanche

Beirut

I

ranian security authorities
reportedly hanged ten Sunni
Muslims charged with plotting terrorist attacks across
the Islamic Republic. The Iran
Human Rights group, based in Norway, said the executions took place
August 2nd in Rajaee Shahr prison
in Karaj, west of Tehran, and that
some of the men had confessed under torture.
The Iranian regime has made no
official announcement on the reported executions but the Ministry
of Intelligence and Security (MOIS)
on August 3rd issued a statement
that a takfiri-Salafist group named
Monotheism and Jihad had been
rounded up and some members
were sentenced to death.
The murky machinations of Iran’s
vast security apparatus are difficult
to penetrate at the best of times
but it is likely that this group was
the ten “takfiri Wahhabi terrorists”
— read Sunni jihadists backed by
Saudi Arabia and its allies — that Intelligence Minister Mahmoud Alavi
said had been rounded up in June
for plotting 50 bombings, including
suicide attacks. That is one of several such plots the MOIS claims to
have thwarted in recent months.

The escalating
tensions between
Tehran and Riyadh
encourage a
partnership between
the IRGC and
ISIS/al-Qaeda.
State television broadcast a
15-minute documentary on July
4th in which two men identified as
militants linked to the Islamic State
(ISIS) who had been arrested, explained that the plan was to attack
50 locations in Tehran and other
major cities — outrageously ambitious, even for the many-tentacled
ISIS.
Alavi said in May that another group of 20 takfiris had been
rounded up. Yet, amid the frenzy of
suicide bombings carried out by, or
blamed on, ISIS across the region,

there has been no successful jihadist attack in Iran.
That is even more astounding
given the ferocity of the battles
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps (IRGC) and their Hezbollah
allies are fighting against jihadists in Syria and Iraq and paying a
heavy price in blood and treasure.
But in this complex conflict, centred on the festering power struggle between overwhelmingly Shia
Iran and Sunni-ruled Saudi Arabia,
there are many dark corners where
battle lines are blurred and murky
and unlikely partners come together for strategic purposes with plausible deniability.
Brigadier-General Ahmad Reza
Pourdastan, commander of the
Iranian Army’s Ground Forces, on
August 1st said ISIS has been recruiting potential bombing teams
in Kermanshah province on Iran’s
western border with Iraq, an ISIS
stronghold.
Intrigue is the name of the game
and it seems to transcend the historical schism between Shias and
Sunnis when it helps achieve strategic objectives, which appears to
be the case between Iran’s clerical
regime and the jihadist organisations, that share a common animosity towards the United States.
There are other commonalities.
The escalating tensions between
Tehran and Riyadh encourage a
partnership between the IRGC, the
spearhead of Iran’s regional expansionism, and ISIS/al-Qaeda, which
has its own fight with the House of
Saud.
Whether this led to recent ISIS
suicide bombings in the kingdom
is not clear but Saudi Arabia’s longneglected Shia minority, concentrated in the oil-rich eastern province, provides a springboard for
further mayhem fuelled by such an
outwardly unlikely alliance.
In early 2009, Saudi Arabia unveiled its “most wanted” terrorist
list with 85 names. Eighty-three
were Saudi nationals and 41 were
marked “currently in Iran”, including Abdullah al-Qarawi, leader of
al-Qaeda’s Arabian Gulf operations.
There have long been suspicions
that Iran’s leaders, dedicated to preserving the world’s only Shia-ruled
state, have a strategic arrangement

with jihadists who by any definition are their sworn enemies.
Analyst Hassan Mneimneh of
the Fikra Forum, attached to the
Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, observed in a June 4th essay that in the multisided Syrian
war, for instance: “ISIS has fought
all Syrian opposition factions;
notably the al-Qaeda affiliate alNusra Front, diverting the groups
from their main fight (against the
Iranian-backed Damascus regime),
depleting their resources and in the
process providing the regime a reprieve that enabled it to avoid what
seems to be an imminent collapse.”
In further exploring what he
calls “the lethal symbiosis between
these two entities”, Mneimneh
noted that “jihadist critics of ISIS
disagree over the intentionality of
the Iranian-ISIS alignment.

Suspicions of collusion
between Tehran and
the jihadists go back to
ISIS’s progenitor,
al-Qaeda.
“The majority tends to accept a
deliberate conspiratorial arrangement between leaderships, while a
minority opinion attributes the collusion to Iranian manipulation that
deftly exploits ISIS’s lack of vision
and expertise, or through the use of
infiltrators.”
ISIS supporters deny there is any
collusion and so does Tehran even
though in the last two years Tehran has released several senior alQaeda chiefs who are now active
in Syria fighting the Iranian-backed
Damascus regime of President
Bashar Assad.
The jihadists “insist that the
falsely Islamic Persian-chauvinistic
Iran is absolutely a target, even if
not an imminent one”, Mneimneh
said.
He argued that the 1979 Islamic
revolution in Iran ignited a simmering Muslim radicalism that now
includes ISIS and its apocalyptic
agenda. “Curses, insults and verbal
attacks characterise the exchanges
between the Islamic Republic and
the Islamic State… Nevertheless,
the Islamic Republic and the Islamic State are bound by a causality
loop.

A January 2012 file shows an al-Qaeda militant sitting with his
gun in the city of Rada, 130km south-east of Sana’a.
“Without the Islamic Republic, there would not have been an
Islamic State. It is not just that a
Shia irritant has awakened a latent
Sunni radicalism; the two sides are
engaged in a repeating cycle of fundamental and ideological mutual
reinforcement,” Mneimneh said.
“Acknowledgement of this reality has unfortunately been absent
from discussions on how to curtail
and eradicate the ISIS phenomenon… Failing to understand the
causality that ties the two radical
manifestations is tantamount to attempting to extinguish the fire of
the Islamic State using Islamic Republic gasoline.”
Suspicions of collusion between
Tehran and the jihadists go back
to ISIS’s progenitor, al-Qaeda. It
should be remembered that in 2008
Osama bin Laden and his eventual
successor, the veteran Egyptian jihadist Ayman al-Zawahiri, admonished ISIS’s predecessor, al-Qaeda
in Iraq, to stop slaughtering Shias
in Iraq, who, after all, were fellow
Muslims, because this was harming
the jihadist cause.
Naame Shaam, a non-governmental organisation (NGO) run by
Lebanese, Syrian and Iranian activists that monitors Iran’s role in the
Syrian war, claimed in a September
2014 report that al-Qaeda and ISIS
agreed not to attack Iran so they
could preserve their supply networks, an accusation the US government has supported.
The NGO said: “There is abundant evidence that both the Syrian and the Iranian regimes have

infiltrated, collaborated and used
al-Qaeda-affiliated groups to serve
their own interests, either by aiding them and then using them
against their opponents, or trading
their extensive knowledge of these
groups’ networks and figures with
Western powers, and even selling
them off, in exchange for being allowed to stay in power, or by claiming to be victims of terrorism so as
to discredit all their opponents and
legitimise their brutal crackdown
of them.
“Moreover,” Naame Shaam observed, “the US administration,
which has employed similar strategies in the past, seems to be happy
to play along.
“The events in Syria and Iraq
over the past two years seemed to
confirm this claim, at least until
August 2014, when the UN Security
Council adopted a resolution… calling on all member states to ‘act to
suppress the flow of foreign fighters, financing and other support to
Islamist extremist groups in Iraq
and Syria’.
“The Syrian and Iranian regimes
suddenly started to sell themselves
to the West as ‘partners’ in combating terrorism.”
When US forces invaded Afghanistan in October 2001 to crush alQaeda and its Taliban hosts, many
senior jihadists, including members of bin Laden’s family and his
inner circle, fled to Iran. They were
supposedly held under house arrest but US officials maintain they
were allowed considerable freedom
of movement.

New audio tape sheds light on Iran’s 1988 mass executions

View poi nt

Mosa Zahed

N

ewly released audio
recordings of the
late Ayatollah
Hussein-Ali
Montazeri, the
deputy of Iran’s
then supreme leader Ayatollah
Khomeini, sheds light on the
executions of thousands of political prisoners in 1988.
The release of the tape came
one week after Iran executed 20
Sunni Kurds, drawing condemnation from international human
rights organisations and highlighting a worrisome trend.
The state-sanctioned massacre
that took place almost three
decades ago followed an attack
on Iran launched from Iraqi
territory by the guerrilla group
Mujahideen-e-Khalq (MEK).
The executed prisoners — estimated to total 4,500 by Amnesty
International, although others
put the number higher — were
serving sentences in Iranian jails
and had not been involved in

Montazeri strongly
objected to the mass
executions and
subsequently fell out
with the regime.

the attack. Most were reportedly
supporters of MEK.
Montazeri strongly objected to
the mass executions and subsequently fell out with the regime.
Montazeri, who died in December 2009, wrote about his
objections to the Khomeini-sanctioned killings in his autobiography but the audio file released
August 9th by a website run by
his family and followers in his
memory showed greater condemnation of the act.
“In my view, the biggest crime
in the Islamic Republic, for which
the history will condemn us, has
been committed at your hands
and they’ll write your names as
criminals in the history,” Montazeri was quoted as saying in the
40-minute recording.
Montazeri told his audience,
which included the judge and
prosecutors, to “feel some
shame” during the month of
Muharram, when Imam Hussain,
Prophet Mohammad’s grandson,
was killed. He rebuked them for
taking time off work during the
month only to return “suddenly
engaging in such butchery”.
He said the prisoners had not
engaged in any new activities and
that their sentencing to death for
no action of their own would
tarnish “the entire judicial
system”.
He said the executions, which

included teenagers and a pregnant woman, were not undertaken in the heat of the moment
but rather that the Ministry of
Intelligence was waiting for an
excuse, such as the MEK attack.
The aim was to kill the dissidents,
including those who only read
MEK newspapers, publications
and statements, he said.
As part of the conditions for
being pardoned, the prisoners
had to volunteer to walk in Iraqi
mine fields, according to Montazeri, who was under house arrest
from 1997 to 2003 and who had
repeatedly accused the regime of
imposing a dictatorship in the
name of Islam.
To this day, many families are
unaware of where their loved
ones are buried because Iranian
authorities dumped the bodies in
unmarked mass graves. Many said
they hope that there will be an
inquiry into the executions
following the release of Montazeri
recording.
However, as the order was given
through a fatwa from Khomeini
that appears to be unlikely.
“Those who were involved in
the 1988 massacre of political
prisoners are still in power in
Iran,” Madyar Samienejad, who
monitors human rights in Iran
from Norway, told the Guardian
newspaper.
Indeed, almost coinciding with

The release
of the
tape came
one week
after Iran
executed 20
Sunni Kurds.

the anniversary of the 1988
massacre, Iran announced that it
executed 20 “terrorists” responsible for killings and undermining
national security.
The executions were slammed
by Human Rights Watch (HRW)
Middle East Director Sarah Leah
Whitson, who called them “a
shameful low point in its human
rights record”. She added: “With
at least 230 executions since January 1st, Iran is yet again the
regional leader in executions.”
Lawyers who represented some
of the men told HRW that their
clients did not get a fair trial,
adding that due process was
violated. In many cases, revolutionary courts would find the
suspects guilty of “enmity against
God” or “spreading corruption on
Earth”.
According to the Iran 2015/2016
report by Amnesty International:
“Many trials, including some that
resulted in death sentences, were
grossly unfair.”
The accused “were coerced into
writing or signing ‘confessions’…
[and] judges routinely dismissed
defendants’ allegations of torture
and other ill-treatment in pre-trial
detention without ordering
investigations,” it added.
Mosa Zahed is the founding
director of Middle East Forum for
Development in London.
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Colorado class
lifts the veil on
the Middle East
Rasha Elass

Washington

W

hat do Aladdin,
Hanan Ashrawi and
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis have in
common?
All three are part of a curriculum taught in some US classrooms
about diversity in the Middle East
— alongside Mother Teresa, Queen
Noor and professional boxer Laila
Ali, daughter of boxing champion
Muhammad Ali. The classroom lesson is titled Who Wears a Veil? and it
aims to break down stereotypes and
generalisations.
While both Kennedy and Mother
Teresa are depicted in a veil, they
are not Muslim. Ali is Muslim but
does not wear a veil. Queen Noor
reigned over a predominantly
Muslim country and does not veil.
Hanan Ashrawi is an Arab political
leader and a Christian.

Coleman has ideas and
wants her
counterparts in the
Arab world to teach
their students about
how Americans are
also portrayed in
stereotypes.
Such courses are taught only in
a handful of schools amid a political atmosphere in the United States
that is growing more incendiary,
with rising instances of Islamophobia and hate-mongering towards
minorities.
A county in the state of Virginia
shut down all of its schools for a day

in December 2015 after a teacher
triggered a backlash from parents
when she assigned her students to
write the shahada using Arabic calligraphy (the teacher’s similar assignments with Chinese calligraphy
had gone unnoticed). In the same
week, schools in Los Angeles and
New York debated whether to shut
down due to similar controversies.
Fortunately for Betsey Coleman,
a 42-year teaching veteran currently
at Colorado Academy, a private, coeducational K-12 school in Denver,
her generally progressive community has embraced teachings of diversity on the Middle East.
Coleman talked about how she
tries to paint a picture of a region
that many Americans fear and misunderstand. She has designed extensive curricula on teaching diversity in the Middle East and has won
numerous awards for her work. She
has also travelled extensively in the
Middle East at her own expense.
Asked what motivates her commitment to a region that sparks
more controversy than constructive
debate, she said: “I think my attitude comes from being the ‘other.’
My mother was a self-hating Jew. My
father accepted everyone. We spent
years on Nantucket Island when
it was totally anti-Semitic. Then I
married a Protestant Christian. And
our daughter is probably Catholic.
She’s adopted from China.”
Despite the open-mindedness of
her school community, where she
teaches an interdisciplinary high
school course about coming-of-age
in the Middle East, she jokes that
she still finds herself guarding her
identity.
“I was born Jewish but I tell kids
that I’m a secular humanist. And
they ask what’s the difference be-

Betsey Coleman in the Moroccan Sahara
tween that and an atheist, and I say:
‘Well, your parents like that term
better.’” She was referring to controversies that arise in schools when
religious Christian parents are upset
at secularist themes.
The teaching material for Coleman’s students is anything but
bashful, however, when it comes to
introducing young minds to Middle
Eastern cultures and people, including those who not too long ago were
deemed by some as “nonexistent”,
such as the Palestinians.
Among the books she teaches
her teenage students is Ibtisam
Barakat’s award-winning memoir of
a Palestinian girl, Tasting the Sky.
Coleman teaches her students
about the concept of “normalisation” between Palestinians and Israelis and explains why she is not
engaged in such a process. “I tell
them that my work is not about balancing peace or equalising things

because power resides with one
group and not the other,” she said.
Her wide-ranging classes explore
the arts — students learn about Persian miniatures and draw some of
their own — and Coleman dissects
entertainment that depicts the Middle East to shed light on stereotypes
and racism.
For example, the 1992 Academy
Award-winning animated film Aladdin opened with an egregiously racist song including the following lyrics:
Oh I come from a land / from a
faraway place, /
where the caravan camels roam. /
Where they cut off your ear /
if they don’t like your face. / It’s
barbaric, but hey, it’s home.
Disney ultimately changed the
song due to the controversy. The
New York Times ran an editorial titled It’s Racist, but hey, it’s Disney,
and almost two decades later Time

magazine referred to the song as
one of the Top 10 Disney Controversies.
Coleman’s students examine the
revised production for remaining
stereotypes about Arabs, whether in
lyrics, music, or character portrayal.
Coleman has ideas about reaching out to her counterparts in the
Arab world to help them teach their
students about how Americans
are also portrayed in stereotypes.
For example, she would like to see
Arab students introduced to the acclaimed novel The House on Mango
Street, by Mexican-American Sandra Cisneros. “Also, some AfricanAmerican literature and some prep
school stuff, it would be perfect. I’m
getting excited about this now and
I’m going to do it,” she said.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

The muddled world vision of Donald Trump

View poi nt

Mark
Habeeb

D

onald Trump has
shared his world
view or at least his
views on fighting
the Islamic State
(ISIS) and terrorism
that are the crux of his foreign
policy agenda.
In a prepared speech given
August 15th in the battleground
state of Ohio, the Republican
candidate for president interpreted recent Middle Eastern
history and presented a plan for
ridding the United States of the
threat posed by “radical Islamic
terrorism”.
Because Trump spoke from a
prepared text, his speech lacked
the usual gaffes and outrageous
comments that so often become
the day’s main news stories when
he speaks extemporaneously.
Nevertheless, his speech was
filled with factual mistakes (it
was George W. Bush, not Barack
Obama who set the date for the
withdrawal of US forces from
Iraq), improbable accusations
(Hillary Clinton never said she
wants to increase by more than
500% the number of Syrian
refugees entering the United
States) and a certain rewriting of
his own history (he continues to
claim that he opposed the 2003

In terms of US policy in
the Middle East, Trump’s
speech contained a
number of oddities and
contradictions.

Iraq invasion from the beginning
when there is a radio interview
from 2003 in which he supports
the it).
As with most issues, Trump’s
rhetoric was long on aspirations
(“We will decimate al-Qaeda” and
“We will shut down [ISIS’s] access
to the internet”) but woefully
short on specifics.
We are used to Trump’s factual
mistakes; truth and history are to
him malleable things, to be
shaped and revised as necessary
to provoke the audience reaction
he so craves. What is more
interesting is the logic of his
proposals and the likely consequences of his actions if he were
to be elected president.
Fundamentally, Trump
revealed himself to be the true
nativist that he is: Every problem,
in his mind, can be cured by
stringent immigration restrictions
and close watch over those whom
he perceives are not real Americans. Trump called for “extreme
vetting” of all who wish to enter
the United States — and he was
not referring to strict background
checks that might reveal a violent
or dangerous past.
Rather, he was calling for a
litmus test: “We should only
admit into this country those who
share our values and respect our
people,” Trump said. Those who
“support bigotry and hatred” will
not be allowed in, said the man
who has done more to legitimise
bigotry and hatred than any major
candidate in recent US history.
And, he said, we should only
allow in those who will “flourish”
in America.
I can imagine it now: An
immigrant entry exam with a

series of Yes-No questions: “Do
you support bigotry and hatred?”
“Do you plan to impose sharia law
on Americans?” “Do you plan to
flourish in our country?” As long
as you tick the right boxes, you
are in.
More ominously (in terms of the
US constitution), Trump proposed establishing a “Commission on Radical Islam” that would
be mandated with “exposing the
networks in our society that
support radicalisation”. Never
before has an American religious
community — one that includes
millions of American citizens
— been so singled out for government surveillance.
In terms of US policy in the
Middle East, Trump’s speech
contained a number of oddities
and contradictions. For example,
he claimed (untruthfully) that he
opposed the 2003 Iraq war but
later said that the United States
should have seized Iraq’s oil fields
and pocketed the profits. In other
words, according to Trump, the
United States should have
established a colonial-style,
resource-extraction occupation
of Iraq. “In the old days when we
won a war, to the victor go the
spoils,” Trump explained.
Trump also absurdly compared
the threat posed by ISIS to that of
Nazi Germany and the Soviet
Union, even though as he spoke
ISIS was in retreat in Syria, Iraq
and Libya. He also said that
anyone who is opposed to ISIS
should be seen as an ally of the
United States. So under a Trump
presidency, Hezbollah, Syrian
President Bashar Assad and Iran
would be US allies — along with
Trump’s buddy Russian President

His speech
was filled
with factual
mistakes,
improbable
accusations
and a certain
rewriting of
history.

Vladimir Putin.
Just a few lines later Trump said
that Obama and Clinton had
turned Iran into “a dominant
position of regional power” and a
soon-to-be “dominant world
power”. As is usual at Trump
events, the contradictory statements each received warm
applause.
In the midst of this, one fairly
reasonable idea slipped in: Trump
called for a conference with
Israel, Jordan and Egypt (the
region’s largest Sunni nation and
the home of al-Azhar, one of the
leading seats of Sunni religious
learning) to address the threat of
extremism in the Middle East. But
he never uttered the word
“Palestinian” and the conference
he proposed would make no sense
unless it addressed the region’s
longest-running conflict.
Trump also vowed not to
pursue democratisation in the
Middle East. If he was referring to
“democratisation at the point of a
gun”, this is wise but he did not
mention a US role in providing
economic assistance or improving
education or any of the other
building blocks of democracy. He
does not really seem to care about
the fate of the region’s people.
Instead, when Trump views the
Middle East he sees it as a source
of potential immigrants who
would only further “darken”
America’s national complexion
and infect American society with
dangerous ideas.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown
University in Washington.
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European countries concerned about returning jihadists
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

W

ith the Islamic State
(ISIS) in retreat
across Iraq and Syria, many in Europe
are
increasingly
concerned about the prospect of
foreign fighters returning to their
homelands to continue jihad.
As many as 20,000 people have
travelled from Europe to fight for
ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Europol Director Rob Wainwright last February warned that Europe was facing
its biggest terror threat in more
than a decade. After a series of lonewolf attacks in Europe attributed to
ISIS, more jihadists are expected to
return and that terror threat is expected to heighten.
An estimated 850 people from
Britain are believed to have travelled to Iraq or Syria to support or
fight for jihadist groups, particularly ISIS and about half of them
have returned. There have been few
prosecutions of returning jihadists
and analysts expressed concern
about what they are doing.
Anthony Glees, director of the
University of Buckingham’s Centre
for Security and Intelligence Studies, said it was alarming that so few
— approximately one-in-eight — of
those who had returned from Syria
had been prosecuted. He warned
that Britain’s security services faced
a difficult task in dealing with returning jihadists since they would
likely be using false documents.

“We need to know
why so many haven’t
been prosecuted.”
Anthony Glees, director of the
University of Buckingham’s
Centre for Security and
Intelligence Studies
“In theory, if MI5 knows the identity of the people who’ve gone out
and know about their families and
where they are, if they come back,
sooner or later, they’ll be picked up.
In practice, our security forces are
so hard pushed that it is unlikely
that will happen,” Glees said.

Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May (4L at table) hosts a national security meeting at Downing Street in London, last July.
“We need to know why so many
haven’t been prosecuted. It suggests to me that they have simply
gone off the radar, while our security services try to play catch-up,”
he said. “If they can get back into
the UK under a false identity, then
probably they won’t be known
about unless something else happens.”
So what is the solution to the returning jihadist phenomenon, particularly after it was revealed that
returning jihadists had played a major role in the planning and implementation of major terrorist attacks
across Europe?
For many analysts, the answer is
simple: European countries must
stop nationals from travelling to
join ISIS in the first place. They must
stop former ISIS members from returning, regardless of whether they
cut ties with the group or are planning to sow chaos.

“We should do everything we
can do, lawfully, to prevent people
from going. In particular we should
do everything we can do to prevent
children under the age of 18 from
going,” Glees said. “However, if
you have gone and you are over the
age of 18, people like me would say
you should not be allowed to come
back. If you swore allegiance to
ISIS, that’s it.”
That leaves an estimated 400 returned jihadists in Britain, some of
whom have been prosecuted or are
in the process of being prosecuted,
others who are likely being monitored by MI5 for intelligence purposes and a small number who are
“off the radar” and possibly planning trouble.
For those known to authorities,
the Home Office has launched a
Desistance and Disengagement Programme to assist deradicalisation
by ensuring former jihadists receive

therapy and meet moderate preachers — mentors — on a monthly basis.
“It [the programme] could well
be broadened to apply to those returning from Syria who the police
and security services may suspect
of wrongdoing but who they don’t
have enough evidence against to
put on trial for national security-related offences,” a counterterrorism
source told Britain’s Sunday Times
newspaper.
Participation in the programme,
still in its pilot stage, will be made
a condition for prisoners to be released on licence but some analysts
said they are sceptical.
“Security is not a switch; it’s a
dial and at the moment the security
threat facing the UK and all other
European countries is severe,” Glees
said. “Our country does not have
the resources at a time when there
are so many other calls on public
funding to devote a large amount of

money so they can deradicalise and
detoxify people in this way.
“My feeling is that it would take
weeks of interrogation and a vast
amount of time and public expense
to try and work out which of those
people was coming back for legitimate purposes and which of those
was coming back for nefarious purposes. Both sets of people ought to
be prosecuted and then it would be
for a court to determine how serious the offence,” he added.
“The bottom line: We need more
people to keep our borders secure.
We need to know as much as we can
about those who’ve gone out, and it
takes a lot of trouble to catch those
who come back. The best thing is
to say we’ll do everything lawful
to keep you here but once you go,
that’s it.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Choudary conviction sets stage for stronger British counterterrorism laws
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

R

adical
preacher
Anjem Choudary has been
found guilty of inviting
support for the Islamic
State (ISIS) but his longsought conviction raised questions
about why it took security authorities more than two decades to remove him from British streets.
Officials said Choudary, who has
ties to a number of banned groups,
including al-Muhajiroun, an extremist organisation, is said to have
played a major role in influencing
about 500 British citizens to join
ISIS.
He and his aide Mohammad Mizanur Rahman were found guilty of
violating Section 12 of the 2000 Terrorism Act and could face up to ten
years in jail. Sentencing was set for
September 6th.
Choudary and Rahman pledged
allegiance to ISIS self-proclaimed
caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi in
2014 but it took years to build a
court case against them, during
which time they continued espousing extremist views. Choudary, a
former solicitor, excelled at making
extremist statements that were just
short of breaking the law.
“The oath of allegiance was a
turning point for the police. At last
we had the evidence that they had
stepped over the line and we could
prove they supported ISIS,” Commander Dean Haydon of London

British Muslim cleric Anjem Choudary speaking to a group of
demonstrators in London, in September 2014.
Metropolitan Police force’s counterterrorism unit, said in a statement.
“These men have stayed just
within the law for many years but
there is no one within the counterterrorism world that has any doubt

of the influence they have had, the
hate they have spread and the people that they have encouraged to
join terrorist organisations.”
It was revealed at trial that
Choudary and Rahman had direct
and indirect ties to hundreds of

young Britons who had travelled to
Iraq and Syria to join ISIS. Choudary
was also linked to 15 terror plots
since 2000.
“Over and over again we have
seen people on trial for the most serious offences who have attended
lectures or speeches given by these
men,” Haydon said.
British Home Secretary Amber
Rudd hailed the conviction, positing it as a major victory in the country’s counter-extremism strategy.
“These dangerous individuals were
recruiting sergeants for ISIS. They
poisoned the minds of vulnerable
people, and their warped and twisted propaganda offered support and
succour to a murderous and barbaric terrorist organisation,” she said.
But the former independent
reviewer of terrorism legislation
Lord Carlile acknowledged the prolonged nature of the conviction and
called on the government to beef
up legislation to deal with extremist preachers who promote terrorism.
“This conviction shows the
sometime long march of the law,”
Lord Carlile said. “While those remote from terrorist crimes should
be prosecuted with caution, there
should be greater legal clarity to
enable the prosecution of those
whose clear aim is to exhort terrorism and the destruction of our way
of life.”
MP Keith Vaz, chairman of the
parliamentary Home Affairs Committee, called for an urgent review
of Britain’s anti-terror legislation.
“It is deeply worrying to see the

extent of his [Choudary’s] activities. While congratulating the police in bringing this case to a successful conclusion we now need
to look again at the law to ensure
that it allows no gaps that permit
preachers of hate to undertake
their activities under the cloak of
freedom of speech exercised in a
democracy,” he said.
Vaz called for a “zero tolerance”
policy towards hate preachers such
as Choudary who glorify terrorism
but many British Muslims criticised
the mainstream media for giving
him a platform.

Officials say Choudary
played a major role in
influencing about 500
British citizens to
leave the UK to join
ISIS.
“He was a guaranteed quote and
a guaranteed source of YouTube
views. Journalism gold… He had
virtually zero support within the
[Muslim] community yet was one
of its most well-known figures,”
Roshan Muhammad Salih, editor
of the British Muslim news website
5pillarsuk.com, said in a post on the
site.
“The prominence that Anjem
Choudary got on the mainstream
media was a constant source of
frustration for British Muslims.
While he was not welcome in
mosques and Muslim institutions,
he was a regular on TV news bullets
and debate shows,” he added.
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Egypt braces for austerity as it finalises IMF loan
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt plans to reduce
spending and raise revenues to be eligible for a
$12 billion loan from the
International Monetary
Fund (IMF).
“We will reprioritise public
spending to reduce this spending
and also raise revenues,” Egyptian
Deputy Finance Minister Mohamed Moeet said. “To raise revenues,
among other things, we will include informal economic activities
in the formal economy.”
The IMF assistance package,
subject to regulatory approval, is
a fraction of what Egypt needs financially over the next three years.
Egypt says it has a funding gap of
$30 billion.

$5.4 billion

in electricity subsidies
to be eliminated by
Egypt over five years.

Tourism, one of the country’s
main sources of revenues, was
down more than 70% in 2016 compared with the first eight months
of 2015. Egypt’s exports have also
fallen and foreign remittances have
plummeted. Egypt spent about $90
billion in 2015 to import food, electrical appliances, cars and clothes.
Coupled with a drop in foreign
aid, especially from Gulf countries
that had offered Egypt up to $30 billion in cash and energy assistance
over the last three years, the economy is heading towards dire straits.
Foreign currency reserves total $15.5 billion, hardly enough to
cover food imports for the next
three months. Public debt has risen
to 98% of gross domestic product
(GDP) and 12.5% of the workforce is
unemployed.
The government said it will work
to reduce the public debt to 88% of
GDP in the next three years, which
raised fears the reduction would
come at the expense of the poor.
“The austerity plan will cause suffering to the poor because it will
cause the prices of all services and
commodities to rise,” said Salah

IMF head of delegation for Egypt Chris Jarvis (L) and Egyptian Minister of Finance Amr el-Garhy attend a news conference in Cairo, on
August 11th.
al-Guindy, an economics professor
from Mansoura University. “This
will create pressure on the poor
even more and render millions of
people incapable of meeting their
needs.”
Egypt’s poverty rate is 27%.
Economists said measures to reduce spending will impinge on the
ability of millions of Egyptians to
live at subsistence levels.
Cairo’s austerity plan includes
doing away with millions of dollars
of food, electricity, energy, transport and water subsidies.
The government, which has already raised the price of home
electricity, said it plans to eliminate
$5.4 billion in electricity subsidies
over five years. It plans to remove
water and transport subsidies and
exclude millions of people from the
national food subsidy system.

The government will also impose
new taxes, including a value-added
tax, which has been approved by
parliament.
All the measures are expected to
lead to consumer price increases
across the board, making life harder
for millions of Egyptians.
The IMF and the government said
keeping the social safety net intact
is an intrinsic part of Egyptian economic reform.
“We will make sure that the poor
are not negatively affected by any
of the new measures,” Moeet said.
“We just want to deliver the subsidies to those who need them.”
Commodity prices rose an estimated 30% even before the implementation of the new measures.
Traders blamed the increase on the
changes in the exchange rate of the
US dollar.

Egypt imports almost 80% of its
needs, the government said. Some
economists say skyrocketing commodity prices and worsening financial conditions are due to an inefficient government that has failed to
get the economy on a proper track.

Foreign currency
reserves total $15.5
billion, hardly enough
to cover food imports
over the next three
months.
“Instead of stimulating production, fighting corruption, attracting investments and encouraging
exports, the government borrows
money and imposes taxes on citizens,” said Samir Saad, an economics professor at the American Uni-

versity in Cairo. “This policy and
the new austerity measures will
just make the rich richer and the
poor poorer.”
The IMF Executive Board is expected to consider the $12 billion
loan in the coming weeks. The
agreement is also contingent on
Egyptian lawmakers, who are expected to soon debate the terms of
the agreement and the economic
reform programme.
“We cannot approve a programme that forces the poor to pay
the heavy price of reform,” said independent MP Haitham al-Hariri.
“The government needs to convince us that the austerity measures will not turn the people into
street beggars.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Significant gas discovery announced in Morocco

Saad Guerraoui

London

B

ritish firm Sound Energy
announced a significant
gas discovery and a potential single gas column at
the company’s Tendrara
licence in Morocco.
Permits for Tendrara Lakbir cover
nearly 15,000 sq. km in the Highlands area in north-eastern Morocco.
“The first Tendrara well, TE-6,
was drilled to a measured vertical
depth of 2,665 metres, encountered
the top of the structure and approximately 28 metres of net gas pay in
the TAGI reservoir,” Sound Energy
said in a statement.
Sound Energy said it achieved
stabilised gas flow rate of 17 million
cubic feet per day.
“This rate is significantly above
initial expectations and represents
a highly commercial rate,” the company said.
“I am absolutely delighted to confirm a material commercial gas discovery at Tendrara and a resounding
success at the first of our three strategic plays,” James Parsons, chief
executive officer of Sound Energy,
said in the release.
“I believe Tendrara, Meridja and
the Eastern Morocco TAGI play have

Tendrara licence area 		
the potential to be a material hydrocarbon province on a regional scale
and therefore to transform both
Sound Energy and the Moroccan gas
industry.”
Sound Energy and Moroccan private-public consortium Oil & Gas
Investments Fund (OGIF) in June
announced the start of TE-6 drilling
and promising clues found during
initial operations.
Sam Wahab, an analyst at Cantor
Fitzgerald, told Proactive Investors

(Courtesy: www.energy-pedia.com)
that the well’s flow rate was about
seven times the expected flow.
“We believe the company may
have established a material hydrocarbon province on a global scale,”
Wahab said.
The discovery will have a positive
effect on the Figuig region, which is
struggling economically. It will help
Morocco overall, the North African
country, which produces 70 cubic
metres (bcm), alleviate its heavy reliance on gas imports.

Morocco, a net energy importer,
consumes 1 bcm of gas annually.
However, gas is still only 5 percent
of the kingdom’s energy bill.
It also seeks to import more than
5 million tonnes a year by 2025 and
plans to build a Liquefied Natural
Gas terminal at Jorf Lasfar, a deepwater port south of the coastal city
of El Jadida.
Several indications, including that
none of the previously drilled wells
on the licence have identified a gas/
water contact, suggests a significant
gas column within a continuous extended structure.
“This structure may include and
extend beyond the reservoir identified at TE-2, some 30km to the
north-east. A further well (the company’s third well, called TE-8) will
be required at the edge of the potential structure to confirm this and
is now being planned for later this
year,” the company release stated.
OGIF has expressed its readiness
to finance construction of a gas
pipeline linking the Tendrara field
to Europe at a cost of $50 million.
The Tendrara licence is owned
27.5% by Sound Energy; OGIF owns
the rest.
Parsons said: “We are very pleased
to have received this first expression
of interest which potentially enables
us to construct the infrastructure
which would be required at Tendrara without equity dilution, whilst

also further broadening our strong
partnership with OGIF.”
Sound Energy, together with
Schlumberger, is preparing for a
second well at Tendrara using drilling techniques that are expected to
significantly increase the individual
well flow rate. This is to be followed
by an extended well test. The rig-up
process at the second well is complete and drilling was expected to
commence during August.

Permits for Tendrara
Lakbir cover nearly
15,000 sq. km in the
Highlands area in
north-eastern
Morocco.
TE-6 will be suspended until the
results of the second well — TE-7 —
are confirmed, at which point the
company expects to apply for a production concession and commence
detailed engineering for construction of the necessary infrastructure,
the release stated.
“We shall now, together with
Schlumberger, proceed with the second well and a further outpost well,
which will provide further insight
on the long-term potential,” Parsons
said.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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Saudi petrochemical giant sets its
sights on US Gulf Coast
Jareer Elass

Washington

T

he announcement by Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) of a possible joint venture with
ExxonMobil in a large
petrochemicals complex along the
US Gulf Coast is a sign it is seeking
a more significant foothold in the
US market where it says it can find
cheaper and more abundant supplies of natural gas feedstock than
at home.
One factor that may have influenced SABIC’s look westward for a
production site was the Saudi government’s decision to reduce energy subsidies, which resulted in rising domestic natural gas and ethane
prices.
SABIC, which is 70% owned by
the Saudi government, has had a
35-year partnership with ExxonMobil focusing on the Yanpet complex
in the Red Sea port city of Yanbu
in western Saudi Arabia and the
Kemya facility in Jubail in Eastern
province. SABIC has numerous petrochemical operations in Europe
and Asia but only a limited presence
in the United States.

“We are focused on
geographic
diversification to
supply new
markets.”
SABIC Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) Yousef
Abdullah al-Benyan
In June, ExxonMobil and SABIC
announced they were considering
developing a giant petrochemical
complex in Texas or Louisiana that
would take advantage of cheap and
readily available shale natural gas
supplies produced in the region
for feedstock in the production of
chemicals and plastics. The partners said they would perform studies and work with local and state officials to determine a potential site
that would take into account appropriate infrastructure access before
making a final decision.

The headquarters of Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) in Riyadh.
The focal point of the complex
would be a 1.8 million-tonne-a-year
ethylene steam cracker that would
supply two polyethylene plants and
one mono-ethylene glycol plant.
Should the plans move forward, the
facility would take several years to
complete.
SABIC Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) Yousef Abdullah al-Benyan
said in a statement: “We are focused
on geographic diversification to
supply new markets. The proposed
venture would capture competitive
feedstock and reinforce SABIC’s
strong position in the value chain.”
Indeed, it is that competitive
feedstock that is encouraging SABIC
and ExxonMobil to look to the US
Gulf Coast for a new production
complex rather than expanding
their operations in the kingdom. In
December, the Saudi government
slashed the subsidy on the price of
ethane — the kingdom’s main feedstock for petrochemicals manufacturing — hiking its price 133% to
$1.75/million British thermal units
(MMBtu) and increased its longstanding domestic natural gas price
from $0.75/MMBtu to $1.25/MMBtu.
In May, SABIC Chief Financial Officer Mosaed al-Ohali indicated the

company was specifically looking
to the less expensive US shale gas
supply to help SABIC’s production
growth. “We see growth chasing
where feedstock is competitive,”
Ohali said, “and the US is top of the
list.”
As significant as the domestic
price of ethane has been on SABIC’s
growth opportunities, the issue
of limited natural gas availability
within the kingdom is another key
factor prompting the company to
look to the United States for feedstock. In the spring of 2014, SABIC’s
then-CEO Mohammed al-Mady revealed that a lack of Saudi natural
gas supplies constrained SABIC’s
growth, saying: “The shortage of
gas and many sectors competing
for it have made internal expansion
very hard.”
Such competition includes the
$20 billion petrochemical complex
being built by Sadara Chemical
Company, a joint venture between
Saudi Aramco and US-based Dow
Chemical Company. The first of the
complex’s manufacturing units was
launched in December 2015 with
the plant expected to be fully operational in 2017. The facility was
designed to run more than half of

its operations on naphtha as an alternative feedstock to ethane but it
already is demanding large volumes
of gas and will require even more
when the complex is fully on stream
next year.
Domestic pricing issues and political differences between government and oil officials have long
constrained development of Saudi
Arabia’s natural gas assets. Saudi
Aramco is being pushed to greatly
expand its gas production over the
coming decade, effectively doubling it to 23 billion cubic feet per
day (Bcf/d).
Saudi Oil Minister Khalid al-Falih
recently indicated that one goal
set out in the kingdom’s National
Transformation Plan was to boost
the share of natural gas in Saudi
Arabia’s energy mix from 50%
to 70%. Although he stated that
achieving this through increased
domestic production was preferable, he suggested that gas imports
were a consideration if necessary,
which reflects a seminal shift in
Saudi government thinking.
Jareer Elass reports on energy
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is
based in Washington.

Saudi Oger’s troubles continue as private sector offers help
The Arab Weekly staff

London

A

number of Saudi companies have offered to
hire workers stranded
without pay for months
by former construction
powerhouse Saudi Oger.
Fifty Saudi companies offered to
absorb the contracts of 2,500 Indian labourers. Representatives of
the companies are negotiating with
Saudi Oger to finalise the transfer of
employees with the Saudi Ministry
of Labour supervising the process,
the Jeddah-based Arab News reported.
Rumours that the construction
firm would be liquidated were
widespread, with fears growing in
Lebanon regarding employment
prospects for its nationals in the
kingdom and in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) as a whole.

Saudi Oger is owned by
the family of former
Lebanese prime
minister Saad Hariri.
Unofficial estimates set the number of Lebanese employed by Saudi
Oger in the kingdom at about 9,000.
They are likely to return home due
to current circumstances.
According to Beirut-based econo-

Towers under construction at the King Abdullah Financial District
in Riyadh. The towers in the complex are being built by the Saudi
Oger company and other constructors.
mist Kamel Wazne the impact of the
Saudi Oger crisis goes beyond Lebanese employees. Other huge companies in Saudi Arabia are also under
the threat of bankruptcy.
He said the regional economic climate and Saudi Arabia re-endorsing
its Saudisation initiative to counter
local unemployment would affect
Lebanese employment. The unemployment rate in Lebanon — currently more than 20% — could jump
to higher than 40% with the return
of Lebanese nationals from Gulf
Arab countries, he added.
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However, analyst Ghalib Oboumsaleh said the main problem was the
structure of the Lebanese economy,
which, since the 1990s, has focused
on nourishing the banking sector
and not on the creation of jobs.
He said the exodus of Lebanese
nationals from the Gulf actually
began in 2000 because of many factors, including the cost of retaining
Lebanese employees in comparison
to those from Asia. He added that
the Lebanese tend to get involved in
political issues related to the country they are residing in and that is

something that is unacceptable in
Saudi Arabia and the GCC.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz
al Saud issued directives to settle
the cases of thousands of stranded
migrant workers in the kingdom,
mostly from Saudi Oger, according
to the Saudi Labour Ministry. The
ministry reported receiving more
than 31,000 complaints of unpaid
wages related to Saudi Oger.
The government of France has
contacted Riyadh over the unpaid
salaries of a number of its nationals
working for Saudi Oger, some who
are owed ten months’ pay.
“Talks between the Saudi and
French governments to solve the
salary crisis are still under way but a
solution is yet to be found,” a source
at the French embassy told the Saudi daily Okaz. The source added that
most French nationals have left for
home but that some remained in the
kingdom in order to resolve their
cases.
Saudi Oger, which is owned by the
family of former Lebanese prime
minister Saad Hariri, owes an estimated $800 million in back pay and
employment severance. That figure
does not include money owed to
contractors and exporters or loans
from local and international banks.
Contrary to reports in the Lebanese media, there are no known
plans for the Saudi government to
bail it out of its financial predicament or assume ownership of the
firm.

Briefs
Lebanon’s
tobacco industry
is booming
The Syrian civil war has been a
boon for Lebanon’s tobacco industry.
George Hobeika, a senior official
with the main state-owned tobacco
factory, said consumption of some
local brands in Lebanon has more
than tripled in five years and employees, even working around the
clock, are pressed to meet demand
for locally made cigarettes.
The huge influx in Lebanon of
refugees from Syria and the closure
of Syrian cigarette factories due to
the war, created unprecedented demand for Lebanese-made tobacco
products.
Many refugees opted for the Lebanese brand Cedars, which is similar to Syria’s popular Hamra brand.
The introduction of new premium
brands — Cedars Silver and Cedars
Plus — has cut into the market share
of expensive important brands.
As a result, Lebanon’s government-owned Régie Libanaise des
Tabacs et Tombac — the only firm
authorised to produce and import
cigarettes and tobacco — is one of
the few institutions to actually put
money into the state’s coffers.
(The Associated Press)

Israel to pay
Turkey $20
million
compensation
Turkish lawmakers submitted to
parliament a settlement deal under
which Israel would pay Ankara $20
million in return for Turkey dropping outstanding legal claims, ending a six-year rift.
Relations between the two countries crumbled in May 2010 after
Israeli marines stormed a Turkish
ship to enforce a naval blockade of
the Hamas-run Gaza Strip, killing
ten Turks on board.
Israel had already offered its apologies for the raid. Both countries are
to appoint ambassadors and Turkey
is to pass legislation indemnifying
Israeli soldiers as part of an agreement partly driven by the prospect
of lucrative Mediterranean gas
deals.
(Reuters)

Norway opens $1
billion credit line
for Iran
Norway has offered Iran a $1 billion credit line following a meeting
in Tehran.
Norway’s Foreign Minister Borge
Brende and Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif signed
three “export credit” deals aimed
at funding “development and infrastructure projects”, Iran’s Foreign
Ministry said in a statement.
A landmark deal between Tehran
and world powers, signed in July
2015, saw many international sanctions on Iran lifted in exchange for
curbs to its nuclear programme.
European countries have been
keen to do business with one of the
last frontier markets but Washington has maintained sanctions related to Iran’s human rights record
and missile programme.
“After the lifting of sanctions,
good opportunities have emerged
for cooperation and Norway is
ready to utilise the post-deal situation to expand cooperation in various fields,” Brende said, according
to the official IRNA news agency.
(Agence France-Presse)
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The fight for women’s rights continues in Tunisia
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

T

unisia celebrated National Women’s Day by
marking the 60th anniversary of the adoption
of the Code of Personal
Status, a series of laws that greatly
improved the standing of women
in post-independence Tunisia.
Tunisian civil society organisations are lobbying for a new law to
defend women against violence.
Samira Merai Friaa, Tunisian minister of Women, Family and Children Affairs, has said a comprehensive law fighting violence against
women would be submitted to par-

liament.
“This law will be of a great importance as it will change mentality and behaviours,” Friaa said. “We
want to eradicate the culture of
violence. We must change this and
that is why the law encompasses
preventive, protective and penalising aspects.”
The draft law comes after an
alarming study released in March
by the Tunisian Centre for Research,
Studies,
Documentation and Information on Women
(Credif). The study said 53.5% of
Tunisian women were subject to a
form of violence in the public space
from 2011-15 and 47.6% were subject to domestic violence.
The measure is based on Article 46 of the Tunisian constitu-

tion, which calls for guaranteeing
gender equality and protection
of women’s rights. The draft law
would mandate one-year prison
sentences for perpetrators of sexual harassment.
Credif Director Dalenda Larguech said the bill was adopted by
the Council of Ministers in July and
would be submitted for a parliamentary vote soon.
“Violence is widespread in both
private and public space,” Larguech said. “In the public space,
the situation is alarming as we
hear of cases of violence every day.
Women are subject to forms of violence everywhere. The penal code
cannot respond to all these cases.”
She added: “Because they are
women, they are paid less. Because

they are women, they are harassed
on public transportation. Because
they are women, their husbands
beat them.”
Larguech said the proposed law
would sensitise people to the extent of violence against women.
“The law defines the forms of violence specific to women,” she said.
“Socially, women are still inferior
to men. They are treated in an unfair way and not in a human way.”
Monia Ben Jemia, president of
the Tunisian Association of Democratic Women (ATFD), one of the
leading women’s rights groups in
the country, said she strongly supports passage of the legislation.
“This law encompasses physical, emotional, domestic, sexual
and economic violence,” she said.

“It also defines women to include
underage girls. It protects women
who are subject to violence and
educates them on their rights.”

“We want to eradicate
the culture of
violence.”

Samira Merai Friaa, Tunisian
minister of Women, Family
and Children Affairs
Ben Jemia argued that the draft
law concerns all government bodies, not just those directly addressing women’s issues.
“All ministries are involved in the
proposal,” she said. “The Education Ministry should include material in their curricula to educate the
young generation on violence. The
ministries of Health and Justice
should equally tackle the issue by
partaking in training judges, police
and doctors to have a better understanding of the cases of violence
against women.”
While she praised the achievements that women have made,
she also called for safeguarding
their rights and striving for accomplishments. She said the Tunisian
government should support and
encourage the rights of women
and not limit the issue to National
Women’s Day, August 13th.
“The Code of Personal Status was
threatened after the revolution as
some extremists tried to change
some of its key principles, such as
polygamy,” Ben Jemia said. “We
want to improve the status and
rights of women further. The husband still remains the head of the
family. The father is the guardian of
the children and inheritance is still
not equal. This needs to change.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Listening session at an ATFD-sponsored centre for women victims of violence, in Tunis.

Ailing Jordanian orphan teen is inspiration to others
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

T

he FIFA U-17 Women’s
World Cup kicks off in
September in Jordan with
a 17-year-old orphan who
found solace in kicking
the ball in the spotlight against players from 15 international teams in
a tournament that could reshape
women’s football in the kingdom.
Anoud Imad, a shy headscarfwearing girl who called the SOS village home, found football an escape
from life as an orphan. She has inspired a generation of young players
and a coach through her dedication
and passion for the sport.
SOS Children’s Villages in Jordan
supports vulnerable children and
families, especially teens who have
lost parental care or are at risk of losing it.
“I was brought up in the SOS village as an orphan and I had this
passion to play football since I was
a child,” Anoud said. “I remember
carrying a torn ball in my hand and
trying to hit it with my foot, which
led to several falls until I got accustomed to falling on the ground. But
every time I fell I go back and try
again.”
“I used to play with boys until I
was 16 when, according to the regulations of the SOS, girls who are 16
and above live in houses especially
made for girls. I joined the Steps for
Soccer Establishment and then Istiqlal Club and this made me really
happy,” she added.
She was later diagnosed with
thalassemia, an inherited blood

disorder characterised by abnormal formation of haemoglobin. The
disease, which causes destruction
of red blood cells, appeared to end
Anoud’s football dreams.
“I was devastated as if something
was choking me,” she said, trying to
hold back tears.
The midfielder, who has 12 goals
in 20 local matches, did not give
up, insisting there is nothing bigger
than her dream.
“I insisted and my friends encour-

aged me to continue and one day
Jordan’s head coach, Robbie Johnson, saw me play. His support was
unmatched and [he] took me to the
hospital and here I am representing
my country in the biggest event ever
and fulfilling my dream,” she said.
Jordan is in Group A, which includes Spain, Mexico and New Zealand. Jordan is to play its first group
match September 30th against
Spain.
“I know we are competing against

Jordanian football player Anoud Imad smiles as she gets ready for
September’s FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup in Jordan. (Photo by
Roufan Nahhas)

major teams in the world but we
have what they do not and that is
passion,” she said.
Johnson, from Britain, said he
sees Anoud as an inspiration.
“I could not believe it when I saw
her,” he said. “She was full of confidence and determination and her
story gave me the inspiration the
team needed and although it will be
a tough competition, I still believe
we will do our best.
“Anoud is a special player who
stood against challenges we might
never know in our life. The team is
preparing well for the competition
and they know exactly who they are
up against but we are doing our part
and hope for the best.”
Johnson said: “There is no doubt
we will play an exciting match
against Spain, which lost the final to
Japan in the last edition… The girls
have been training hard and communicating well in the field. It will
be a great experience for them,” he
said.
Hosting an event such as this requires teamwork from everyone
in the kingdom, according to Yanal
Malkosh, the team media officer. “It
is a huge event. We have the best in
women’s football play here and we
can imagine the impact of the exposure the girls will have.
“The team is playing as one family and in sports this counts. They
have been supporting each other for
some time now because support is
really needed to face the best in the
world,” he added.
Regarding Anoud, Malkosh said
he believes her story inspired many,
especially some who shy away from
sports because they wear the hijab.
“Some time ago, FIFA banned

girls from wearing hijab and play
football but they lifted the ban and
this allowed more girls to play football around the world,” he said.
FIFA banned the hijab in 2007 and
extended the safety rule to include
neck warmers, which were also
judged a threat to cause choking injuries. Football’s rules also prohibit
religious statements on team uniforms. In 2013, Iran’s women’s team
was prevented for safety reasons
from playing an Olympics qualifying match while wearing Islamic
head scarves, which created a controversy.
In 2014, FIFA authorised the wearing of head covers for religious purposes during matches after a twoyear test period following a request
from the Asian Football Confederation (AFC).

The midfielder did not
give up after she was
diagnosed with
thalassemia, an
inherited blood
disorder.
The U-17 women’s football competition is getting huge support
from the government and Prince Ali
bin Hussein, president of the Jordan
Football Association, who said on
the night of the tournament draw:
“This is a dream come true. It has
been a long and challenging journey
to get here.
“I would like to thank everyone
who has supported this challenge.
Most of all, I’d like to thank our girls.
This tournament will be a milestone
for women’s football in the region
and the world.”
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All about the dress code
I wear, therefore I am: Women athletes at Rio

Mamoon Alabbasi

W

hen Egypt’s
female team
played beach
volleyball
against a
German
team in the
Rio do Janeiro Olympic games,
media focus was on a supposed
“clash of cultures” due to the
differences in the players’
clothing. The Egyptians wore
headscarves, long sleeves and
leggings; their German rivals
wore bikinis.
“The cover-ups versus the
cover-nots: Egyptian and German
beach volleyball players highlight the massive cultural divide
between Western and Islamic
women’s teams,” the right-wing
British newspaper the Daily Mail
said.
Fewer saw it as, in the words of
Hend Amry, who tweets @
LibyaLiberty, just “athlete vs
athlete”. Even fewer bothered to
point out that not all female
athletes in Muslim-majority
countries wear the hijab.
Across the Atlantic, this
“cultural divide” was not
between East and West but
within the United States itself.
Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton
celebrated in a tweet that: “In
Rio, Olympic fencer Ibtihaj
Muhammad became the first
American Muslim athlete to
compete while wearing a hijab.”
Her tweet was not appreciated
by right-wing political commentator Rush Limbaugh, who asked
his widely followed radio show
audience: “For
crying out loud, did
she win?… Why
celebrate a woman
wearing something
that’s been forced on
her by a religion? A
religion run by men.”
The irony is that
Limbaugh does not
care about what
Ibtihaj Muhammad
thinks or believes.
The African-American woman, whom
Time magazine
included in its 2016
list of the 100 most

Western media
coverage of what
female athletes wear
or on their lifestyles
often appears to
take a misogynist
direction.

Egyptian taekwondo practitioner Hedaya Malak Wahba reacts to her Olympic bronze medal win
during the Rio games, on August 18th.
influential people, told the BBC
that she was “excited to challenge
the stereotypes and misconceptions people have about Muslim
women”. Her words seemed to
have fallen on deaf ears.
Unfortunately, however,
Muslim women in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region
are stuck in a deadlock of local
stereotypes. Female athletes who
were not wearing “modest”
outfits were subjected to harsh
criticism from conservative
compatriots.
Instead of cheering Tunisian
3,000m steeplechase runner
Habiba Ghribi for representing
their country at the Olympics,
Islamist-leaning commentators
bashed her for showing too much
skin. Other commentators piled
abuse on Ghribi for finishing 12th
in the race, which she won at the
2012 Olympics in London,
prompting Tunisian President
Beji Caid Essebsi to call her and
express support.
Another controversy erupted
when Tunisian fencing bronze

medallist Ines Boubakri, who had
dedicated her medal to Arab
women, kissed her French
husband in public after her
performance.
Many expressed support for the
two Tunisian athletes but the
online debate quickly descended
into “Islamists versus secularists”, in which both camps were
more concerned with scoring
ideological points than about
women, sports or the nation.
Public opinion was divided
over Libya’s only female swimmer competing at the Rio Olympics, 17-year-old Daniah Hagul.
Many conservatives were not
happy with her wearing only a
swimsuit. Others were proud to
see a Libyan woman take part in
the international games.
Controversy over how revealing
women’s clothing appears to be
universal. BBC presenter Helen
Skelton came under fire for
wearing a “short” skirt while
reporting on the swimming
competition at Rio. Commentators on Twitter speculated

whether she had forgotten to
wear her trousers or if she had
underwear on.
Western media coverage of
what female athletes wear or on
their lifestyles often appears to
take a misogynist direction as
their male counterparts do not
face the same scrutiny. These
prompted activists to launch
Cover the Athlete, a campaign in
which male athletes were asked
titillating personal, non-sportsrelated questions. The same type
of questions that female athletes
are often subjected to.
There is no doubt that female
athletes from all over the world
are subjected to social/legal
pressures to wear more or wear
less. Sometimes that pressure
comes from other women.
However, what the focus should
be on is ways to increase and
improve women’s participation in
sports.
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor based
in London.

Burqini battles are a pointless skirmish

Rashmee Roshan Lall

W

hat does
banning the
burqini in
Cannes and
VilleneuveLoubet, two
resorts on
the French Riviera, accomplish?
It is complicated, in the words of
one of the Facebook options
available to signify an individual’s relationship status.
Far easier to identify the
immediate benefits of France’s
third localised burqini ban in the
Corsican village of Sisco. Mayor
of Sisco Pierre-Ange Vivoni
banned the wetsuit-like garment
often described as sharia-compliant swimwear after violent
altercations between locals and
people of North African origin.
It is not clear exactly how the
burqini figured as a threat to the
public peace but perhaps it is
seen as disturbing in
as small a place as
Sisco. In 2008, Sisco
had a listed population of just less than
1,000, spread across
less than 25 sq. km.
So Sisco’s burqini
ban may accomplish
a very real purpose.
It keeps the peace
and it promotes
communal harmony.
How about in
Villeneuve-Loubet
and Cannes?
There, the ban has

Wearing the
burqini neither
signals chaste
observance of faith
nor an allegiance to
extremist thinking.

ornamental value, embellishing
France’s proud boast of strict
secularism or laïcité. But Villeneuve-Loubet Mayor Lionnel
Luca has also explained the
benefits of the burqini ban as
follows: It is unhygienic to swim
“fully dressed”.
That makes sense in the French
context. Remember, this is a
country with a very decided
opinion on what constitutes
sanitary swimwear, one that
even enacted a ban on Bermuda
shorts in public pools as far back
as 1903. France has long believed
that male swimmers should wear
Speedo-style bathing suits rather
than bigger, more voluminous
ones that might be unblushingly
sported elsewhere at some point
in the day. By that token, the
even longer burqini is a bigger
health hazard in a public pool.
But back to the other reason
offered by the mayors of Cannes
and Villeneuve-Loubet. They
have said that burqinis are
“ostentatious” displays of
“religious conviction” and such
beachwear is “unwelcome” at a
time France faces terrorist
threats.
The meaning is clear. The
burqini is exhibitionist religiosity, a manifestation of Islamism
that Tufail Ahmad of Washington’s Middle East Media Research
Institute describes as separatist.
A burqini ban is not meant as a
hardcore security measure. How
could it be? Instead, it is subtly

reassuring, signalling that some
of France’s most popular beaches
are safe spaces and that the
culture and tradition of the
idyllic August holiday is both
precious and protected.
There are two problems with
such a clothing ban in the
aftermath of terrorist attacks.
First, it is pretty pointless in
real terms because banning the
burqini does not make France any
safer and may, in fact, negatively
affect social cohesion. In 2004,
France banned “conspicuous”
religious symbols, including the
Muslim headscarf, from public
institutions. In 2010, it became
one of the first European countries to pursue a ban on the niqab,
prohibiting the full-face covering
in public places, and the bodyenveloping burqa, too, if it veiled
the face.
Even at the time, France’s
Interior Ministry admitted that
the niqab was worn by fewer than
2,000 women in the country.
There is nothing to indicate that
the niqab and burqa ban had any
positive effect on hard-line
Muslim opinion. There are no
estimates for burqini wearers in
France but the chances are they
are pretty low.
The burqini is not enjoined as a
duty upon Muslim women and
wearing it neither signals chaste
observance of faith nor an
allegiance to extremist thinking.
In that sense, banning the
burqini means nothing very

much at all other than to reassert
the republic’s commitment to its
secular identity.
But it does provoke another
problem. Irrespective of the fact
that France has previously also
prohibited the skintight fullbody suit called the Zentai, the
burqini ban opens it to the charge
of illiberalism, of curbing
freedom of religious expression
and of imposing a Western
interpretation of culture on
everyone regardless of their
values.
The French have long insisted
on keeping religious expression
private, arguing that the law
prohibiting the niqab, burqa (and
Zentai) was based on “a certain
idea of living together”. In July
2014, this was upheld by the
European Court of Human
Rights.
Now comes the burqini battle.
The Collective Against Islamophobia in France has legally
challenged the ban but there is
something to be said for gracious
acceptance of it by France’s 5
million Muslims. If not in full
agreement, then in prudent
recognition of the ugly domestic
and international storm gusting
around them and their co-religionists.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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New Dubai museum points to Iron Age mysteries
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

D

ubai has unveiled dramatic
archaeological
findings that point to
thousands of years of
human activity at Saruq
al-Hadid, a remote site in the Empty Quarter desert, 70km south of
Dubai, resetting the beginnings of
history in the emirate.
The findings, dating to 3,0004,000 years ago, are the earliest
signs of occupation. The site was
discovered in 2002 by Dubai’s ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
al-Maktoum during a helicopter
ride when he noticed the unusual
shapes of the dunes and the colour
of the sands.
“We began formal digging in
2002 and started finding pieces
of iron and various objects like
swords, pottery and even gold at
only 8 metres below,” said Rashad
Mohammed Bukhash, director of
Architectural Heritage Department
at Dubai Municipality.

Some 900 items from
the site are displayed
at Saruq al-Hadid
Museum in Dubai’s
Shindagha Heritage
Village.
“Surprisingly, many of these
items are found at the surface
level. During Ramadan this year,
we did not carry out any excavation. When we went there later,
the team found around 60 items
on the surface.”
Bukhash said he thinks what was
found is a tiny part of what is yet
to be discovered. “Over 14 years,
our team dug up an area of 2×2 km
and what we have excavated so far
is less than 5%. We have already

found 13,000 pieces at the rate of
20 to 30 new pieces a day, which
means that around 100,000 pieces
are still down there,” he said.
Some 900 items from the site are
displayed at Saruq al-Hadid Museum in Dubai’s Shindagha Heritage
Village.
Bukhash said that only the “industrial part” of a big city has been
excavated. “Next to the initial site,
there is a UAE Army base where
we started some digging work and
found more items related to daily
living,” he said. “We believe the
living quarters may be in that adjoining spot and hope to confirm
this by October this year.”
One of the mysteries surrounding Saruq al-Hadid is the identity
of its inhabitants, their language,
religious customs and burial
grounds, mode of transport, clothing and eating habits. “Those are
the secrets we are looking for and
hoping to find out,” Bukhash said.
Items displayed at Saruq alHadid Museum include carnelian
beads (semi-precious gemstone
from the Indus Valley), heavy anklets (probably used on domesticated camels), finely decorated
shells, bronze incense burners with
feet in the shape of the hooves of a
bull (in the Mesopotamian style),
daggers and swords with handle
decoration of pouncing lion (a motif from Mesopotamia and the eastern Mediterranean), many bronze
snakes and a gold snake in addition
to a gold gazelle that was probably
part of a necklace.
Also on display are Stone Age
tools, including hand axes and
scrapes that reveal the earliest evidence of human activity at Saruq
al-Hadid.
The presence of olive wood objects points to possible links with
Syria. The distinct design features
on objects found at the site could
signal that inhabitants were in

contact with civilisation centres as
far away as the Indus Valley, Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt, Dilmun in
modern day Bahrain, and Oman.
The research team has come up
with several theories, including
that it was a secret military manufacturing facility. Other possibilities are that it was a community
with savannah-like conditions and
that it was a major trading centre,
linking the ancient trade routes to
Oman, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Afghanistan and India.

Archaeologists from
Australia, Spain and
Germany, along with
the Dubai team, are
involved in the
excavation and
research.
“We have evidence of burning for more than 1,000 years
for which enormous amounts of
wood should have been available,”
Bukhash said. “We are doing a lot
of research and piecing together
the evidence. Between 1,300BC
and 800BC, large numbers of
metal objects, including tools and
weapons were produced at Saruq
al-Hadid on an industrial scale —
leaving huge quantities of slag —
now visible on the surface of the
desert area. We have also found
4,500 arrowheads here.”
Archaeologists from Australia,
Spain and Germany, along with the
Dubai team, are involved in the excavation and research.
There are up to 45 people, including 35 labourers, at the site.
Bukhash said authorities decided
to double that number by next year
and employ teams from Italy, the
Czech Republic and Switzerland.
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

A gold gazelle — probably a pendant or part of a necklace —
displayed at the museum.

Kelibia hosts Tunisian amateur film festival
Roua Khlifi

Kelibia

T

he open-air movie theatre hosting the International Amateur Film Festival of Kelibia (FIFAK)
brimmed with cinema
fans when the festival opened in
early August.
For many young Tunisians, the
festival is not just about cinema; it
is a cultural ritual that encompasses many forms of art and entertainment. On the opening evening,
some teenagers argued about the
best place to camp for the night.
Another group put the final touches on their performance. Others,
the locals of the town, were flocking to the venue along with their
families to watch the movies.
Kelibia, 115km east of Tunis, has
been the site of the festival since
1964, welcoming thousands of
people each year. Organised by the
Tunisian Federation of Amateur
Film-makers (FTCA), the festival
is dedicated to promoting alternative cinema, a politically activist
expression of film.
“This year, we tried to work on a
different approach, which is to occupy the public space in Kelibia,”
said Tarek Sardi, a member of the
directing committee and general
secretary in charge of production.
“We wanted to open the space more
than usual. We attempted to create
parallel programmes and dedicated
parts of the activities to the people,
the locals to get their attention and
not just for the festival goers.
“For instance, the festival includes street art shows this year
which attracted people from all different walks of life. Everyone came
to watch the street shows.”
This year’s edition featured about
80 films from 23 countries, with 50

films competing in the international category and 26 films in the national category. The opening night
film paid tribute to Syria with Ghatfan Ghanoom’s Moon in the Skype.
The Golden Falcon — the event’s
biggest award — was given to Blue,
a Syrian-Palestinian entry by Abo
Gabi Bidayyat. Second place in the
international competition was voted to Solo by Nayara Alsarwy from
Egypt and third place was taken by
Tunisian independent film-maker,
Malek Khmiri for Triton, Hunter of
Sound.
Houcem Cherif from Hamamet
won the top prize in the national
competition for Cat Town. Second
place went to Youssef el-Behi’s and
Halim Jerbi’s One of Us. They are
from Hammam-Lif. The third prize
was awarded to Sfax’s Majdi Kaanich for his Auctioned Islands.

Slide, by Malak Abd Ali from
Iraq, won the jury award and special mentions were given to Argentinian film Vendeval by Mariana Rojas and the Moroccan film Whispers
of Venus by Ghislaine Assif.

Kelibia, 115km east of
Tunis, has been the
site of the festival
since 1964.
“The films selected comply with
the federation’s main constituent:
We don’t accept mainstream commercial films but we work on the
engaged,” Sardi said. “The goal is to
promote cinema committed to the
issues of the people. It is a festival
for committed cinema.
“Our conviction is that the festival is here to guide, to change

things, to raise awareness, to be a
part of a community that supports
you before you support yourself.”
In addition to films and street
art, the festival offered a variety of
workshops.
“The workshops are open to all.
This year, we doubled the number
of workshops and invited filmmakers from different countries to
animate them. They brought the
knowledge and aesthetics,” Sardi
said.
“This year we also worked on
themes as we have workshops on
gender, sexual politics, mental and
physical border as well as workshops for the shadows theatre.”
The festival is one of the oldest
film festivals in Africa. It has a long
history of activism and was subject
to censorship and state control before the revolution. Today, howev-

er, the festival enjoys a large margin of freedom of expression.
While the festival promotes independent cinema that tackles social, political and economic causes,
it also provides young film-makers
a venue to showcase their work.
Many of them have been attending the festival from an early age.
Such is the case of Sahar el-Echi,
who has been a member of the
workshop for children’s cinema
since 2003. She participated in the
national competition with her film
Mutation, a sarcastic portrait of the
stereotypes of activists in Tunisia
before and after the revolution.
“The festival is a school of life before being a school of cinema and
amateur cinema. In my opinion,
the message will be transmitted in
a clearer way without complicating the story through audiovisual
means. I want to simplify the idea
to the person watching, to simplify
the complicated aspect,” Echi explained.
“I chose to work on the change
of the revolutionary figure of Tunisian activists… I worked on painting the contrast before and after
the 14th of January. The film traces
the mutation of the character. It is a
mutated character that adapted to
the changes of social and political
and is no longer authentic.”
Every night, hundreds of people
attended screenings.
“The turnout has exceeded all of
our expectations this year,” Sardi
said. “The festival is primordial for
Tunisia. It is the nest for Tunisian
youth to be guided to reconstruct
to see a different reality, to discover
things.”
“The festival is still standing despite all as long as the federation is
here and as long as cinema clubs
are working. This festival is built
on a democratic structure that will
sustain itself. We are all equal and
all of our voices are heard here.”
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The days of summer

Spending summer in the Arab world
Samar Kadi

Beirut

W

hen summer temperatures soar to
more than 40 degrees Celsius in the
mostly arid Middle
East, residents and visitors look for
cool and refreshing places to spend
the long summer days.
For some, it is the sea breeze and
soaking in seawater that brings the
desired freshness. Others prefer
the coolness of high mountains
and many in the Gulf states opt for
air-conditioned malls and public
spaces.
“For me it is the beach but my
husband prefers the mountain retreat. So we divide time between
the two places during July and August,” said Paula Chahine, a Lebanese fashion designer.
While beaches are crowded all
summer, villages and towns in Lebanon’s mountains also come alive
after winter, during which they
are mostly deserted. Many flee the
humidity and heat of Beirut and
other coastal cities, seeking the dry
freshness of summer retreats more
than 900 metres above the coast.

When summer comes
in Egypt, people’s eyes
turn to the
Mediterranean and
Red Sea shores.
For Samira Riachi, summer is
when she quits city life. “When
July starts, I just pack my things
and move to my summer house
in Mount Lebanon for the whole
three months,” she said. “Beirut is
just unliveable during that time. It
is too sticky hot and crowded with
all the Lebanese expats flocking
back home in summer.”
Before the 1975-90 civil war,
which wreaked havoc on Lebanon
and its economy, many families
could afford to rent or buy a piedà-terre in mountain villages and
towns to spend the summer.
“In the first week of July, imme-

diately after the school year ends,
you would see loads of trucks carrying furniture and household
stuff going up the mountain roads.
People used to relocate to the various villages for three months and
return to the city at the end of summer,” Riachi said.
That is no longer the case. “I
sweat all summer. I can’t afford to
go away and the best I can do is to
sit in air-conditioned rooms when
there is power,” complained Beirut
resident Nada Salman.

While beaches are
crowded all summer,
villages and towns in
Lebanon’s mountains
also come alive.
When summer comes in Egypt,
people’s eyes turn to the Mediterranean and Red Sea shores. Millions of Egyptians, especially those
in Cairo or the central and southern Egypt’s provinces pack up and
head to the coast.
This is certainly true for Mona
Mahmoud, a mother of four in her
mid-40s. She has been saving all
year to be able to travel in summer.
“We cannot stay in Cairo. It is always stinky hot here,” Mahmoud
said.
For the equivalent of $550,
Mahmoud and her family can get
as far as the northern coastal city of
Alexandria, a popular destination
among Egyptians, where housing
prices, beach entrance fees, transport and food are affordable.
As for the more fashionable Red
Sea resorts of Sharm el-Sheikh
and Hurghada, they constitute
the summer dwellings of well-off
Egyptians and foreigners. They,
too, are usually teeming with people as people migrate to the beaches.
Wahid Saudi, the spokesman
of the Meteorological Authority,
said this “migration” has become
noticeable in the past few years
because of rising temperatures as
part of climate change.
“There is a steady rise in temperatures pushing a large number
of people to spend summer by the

A man fishes in the surf at the beach of the southern port city of Tyre, Lebanon, in July.
beach. June, July and August are
becoming extremely hot months in
Egypt,” Saudi said.
The average summer temperature in Cairo during August — the
hottest month of the year — is 36
degrees C. For hotels, restaurants
and traders in coastal cities, the
heat is synonymous to good business.
With its lush green mountains,
water springs, many resorts and
relative security, Iraq’s Kurdistan
attracts residents of Baghdad and
other Iraqi provinces seeking to escape the sweltering summer heat.
“Kurdistan’s main cities of Sulaimaniya, Erbil and Dohuk have
become prime summer destinations for Iraqi families due to the

clement weather and competitive
prices, as low as 125,000 dinars
($100) for a five-day stay, including accommodations and travel,”
said Abbas Akla, a travel agent in
Baghdad.
Most of Akla’s clients say they
prefer to travel by land, despite the
long ride and many checkpoints
across devastated areas that witnessed battles against the Islamic
State (ISIS), because it is cheaper
than flying.
“I organise two bus trips per
week. They are always full, mostly
with families who want to spend
time in Kurdistan’s water parks
away from the suffocating heat,”
he said.
Visitors and residents of Dubai

meanwhile have a new way to beat
the scorching heat.
For about $200 per person, they
can stay overnight in tents on the
city’s indoor ski slope, Ski Dubai,
on Fridays. The price includes
after-hours access to the slopes
and refreshments, including hot
chocolate, before bedding down
in tents and sleeping bags to keep
out the artificial chill. Overnight
visitors can expect temperatures of
minus-4 degrees C while temperatures outside reach 43 degrees C.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections editor.
Amr Emam in Cairo and Oumayma
Omar in Baghdad contributed to
this report.

Experts predicting hotter summers in the Middle East
James Denselow

London

N

ASA reported that this
past July was the hottest month in history.
In Kuwait, an extraordinary heatwave saw
temperatures reach 54 degrees Celsius, which would be the highest
temperature recorded in the Eastern Hemisphere.
In Iraq the Washington Post
chronicled how people were dealing with the heat: Baghdad’s streets
emptied at the peak of the day, people bought large blocks of ice and
the Tigris river was crawling with
swimming children.
The dark side of the heatwave is
that crops were wiped out and elderly people collapsed due to dehydration and exhaustion.
The conflicts across the region
have forced millions from their
homes and did untold damage to
both state and society. The perils of
climate change could pose a bigger
threat to the region. Serious discussions on how to meet the challenge
need to take place.
Researchers put this dilemma in
stark terms when they predicted
that the Middle East and North Africa could become so hot that human habitability is compromised.
If that part of the world becomes
uninhabitable, then the prospect of
a cataclysmic migration crisis becomes very real indeed.
In 2015, more than 1 million people illegally entered Europe leading

Youths take advantage of a public shower to cool off from the
summer heat, in Baghdad, Iraq, last June.
politicians and the media to label it
the continent’s “migration crisis”.
It is worth remembering that
more than 500 million people live
in the Middle East and North Africa
and the United Nations predicted
that the combined population of
22 Arab countries will grow from
about 400 million to nearly 600
million by 2050.
A recent Economist feature noted
that the Middle East’s environmental problems are predominantly
man-made and likely to worsen.
In Basra, most of the wetlands and

orchards have turned to desert. Increasing numbers of sandstorms
are being seen as a result of prolonged droughts; sea level change is
threatening the Egyptian coastline
and irresponsible dam construction
has placed a premium around the
availability of regional water with
Sana’a, the capital of Yemen, likely
to run out of water by 2019.
The effects of desertification or
over-farming have had a multitude
of effects on the region. In a fascinating piece for the Chatham House
journal International Affairs, Pro-

fessor Raymond Hinnebusch wrote
on how climate change, in particular a sustained drought and a decline in rural investment, increased
the pace of urbanisation, formed
part of the context for the 2011 uprising in Syria.
Many in the region are able to
hide from the heat in air-conditioned offices or homes, but spare
a thought for refugees or the internally displaced, many of whom live
in tents. The Middle East is home
to 39% of the world’s refugees and
far too many are exposed to the increasing temperature extremes that
the region is witnessing.
However, against such a bleak
backdrop it is worth remembering
that adjusting to a tough climate
has been a characteristic of the
inhabitants of the region. As the
World Bank has explained, despite
the Middle East being vulnerable
to climate change, people “have
developed various technical solutions and institutional mechanisms
to deal with these environmental
constraints”.
Nevertheless, the urgencies of
the Middle East’s multiple crises
make us focus on the now. Put simply, without a vision for dealing
with the future, there may be no
future. To avoid this strategic and
hugely populated part of the planet
becoming a dead zone with all the
associated issues of mass displacement there needs to be serious investment — both in terms of money
and political will — in preparing for
a different future.
Multilateral bodies such as the
United Nations, the Gulf Coopera-

tion Council and the Arab League
must find renewed impetus to water management schemes, mass roll
out of renewable energy projects,
particularly solar and wind, a move
away from the traditional fossil fuel
industry and creating plans for sustainable cities with particular regard to transport infrastructure.
The dramatic decline in oil prices
has led to more urgent efforts towards diversification in many of
the region’s economies and there
needs to be clear reference for these
plans being able to survive the climate projections for the future. The
European Union, considering its interests in preventing further waves
of mass migration, will have to be a
central player as it must realise how
interconnected this issue is.

In Kuwait, an
extraordinary heat
wave saw
temperatures reach 54
degrees Celsius last
July.
Behind the bombs and the bullets, the steady rise of temperatures
in the region and the spectre of the
Middle East becoming uninhabitable could act as a unifying challenge to a population too often beset by division and conflict. As the
cliché goes: To preserve tomorrow
we must act today.
James Denselow is a writer on
Middle East politics and security
issues and a research associate at
the Foreign Policy Centre.
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Agenda
Baalbek, Lebanon:
Through August 28th
Set in the Roman ruins in the city
of Baalbek in eastern Lebanon,
the International Baalbek Festival
stages operas, classical music, pop
and jazz concerts, modern and
classical dance by international
and local artists. The 2016 festival
hosts artists Mika, Abeer Nehme,
Jean-Michel Jarre, Lisa Simone
and others.

Dubai:
September 2nd-4th

Considered one of the greatest
comic operas, The Barber of Seville
will be performed at the Dubai
Opera. The opera was written by
Gioachino Rossini, who focused
his story on the adventures of
handsome young Count Almaviva
as he courts the lovely Rosina
despite her jealous guardian’s attempts to stop him.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th

The Lebanon Latin Festival takes
place in Edde Sands with more
than 90 artists from around the
world. Dance workshops are
scheduled in Salsa, Bachata,
Kizomba, cha cha cha, hip-hop,
Samba, Lambada, Oriental, Dabke
and Afro-Cubano. Performances
are also on the agenda.

A scene from one of the shows participating in Egypt’s annual National Theatre Festival

Theatre festival
breathes new
life into Egypt’s
cultural scene
Mona Kamal

Cairo

E

gypt’s annual National
Theatre Festival drew
patrons to theatres nationwide,
renewing
hopes for reviving the
country’s cultural life while giving
playwrights, directors and actors
the chance to present shows without censorship for the first time in
years.
“I am very optimistic about the
effect the festival will have on cultural life. It is also a unique opportunity for theatre professionals to
demonstrate their skills and show
their talent to the public,” festival director Nasser Abdel Moneim
said.

Winning the top
prize was Three
Sharks, which
was written and
acted by a group of
university students.
The festival, first organised in
2009, has been regarded as the
main theatre event in Egypt, drawing playwrights, directors, actors
and dance and costume designers.
Apart from offering professionals opportunities to showcase their
skills, the annual event gives theatre lovers relief from the commercial shows that dominate the scene
the rest of the year.
Organisers have usually stuck
strictly to the rules, selecting only
shows that demonstrate a commitment to long-established artistic
and literary measures. This year’s
event, however, allowed experimental and non-traditional theatrical shows to be presented.
“The organising committee decided for this year’s edition to put
some of the rules aside and offer
young, innovative and untraditional theatre talents the chance

to make an unfettered expression
of their skills,” Abdel Moneim said.
“The result has been more than
wonderful. We are seeing theatrical genres that are totally new to
the public in this country.”
Among the new genres of shows
is one that focused on dancing to
deliver messages. Because this is
new in Egypt, writers and dance
designers included songs within
the dances to make it easier for
viewers to grasp the themes of the
performances.
Competing for the top awards
in the three-week festival, which
wrapped up August 9th, were
more than 40 shows, including
Arabic adaptations of international
theatrical works such as Shakespeare’s plays, in 15 theatres in the
Cairo area. Winning the top prize
was Three Sharks, which was written and acted by a group of university students. The Kind Man show
came in second and Paul’s Song
show was third.
Despite controversial and delicate topics raised by some shows,
authorities refrained from censoring or blocking any of the works,
diverging from an official trend
lately of interfering in the content
of some art productions, according
to organisers.
Some of the shows dwelled on
social inequalities, rampant poverty and religious extremism.
Others criticised Egypt’s religious
establishment for controlling and
manipulating citizens’ lives.
The diversity of themes and the
freedom given to playwrights, directors and actors to express themselves gave veteran art critic Amr
Dawara hope that this year’s festival would “open the door for the
birth of a new generation of theatre
professionals who will bring about
Egypt’s next artistic conquest of
the Arab world”.
“We have been culturally absent
from the Arab world for a long time
now,” Dawara said. “Based on what
I have seen so far, I can easily say
that Egypt is coming back to the
Arab cultural stage and very powerfully at that.”
Despite Egypt’s tough economic

Dubai:
September 8th-16th

The Dubai International Dance
Festival is a multi-arts event that
has a reputation for attracting
well-known dance companies,
classical dance academies, youth
orchestras, bands and music
ensembles from around the
world. The festival is a catalyst
for the creation of new works
and creative activities, with an
education programme and artistic
collaborations involving organisations throughout the United Arab
Emirates, the Middle East and the
world.

Marrakech:
September 16th-18th

The Oasis Music Festival celebrates
electronic music. In its second
year, the festival takes place at
the Source Music Resort in Marrakech and includes three days of
performances from international
electronic musicians such as David August, Omar Souleyman and
Prins Thomas.

Essaouira:
October 14th-16th

The natural setting for the TV series Game of Thrones in Essaouira,
Morocco, is the backdrop for the
first MOGA Festival of electronic
music and culture. Festival-goers
are invited to performances, educational workshops, beach parties,
digital video installations and
other events.

Theatrical productions featured in Egypt’s National Theatre
Festival dwelled on social issues.
conditions, the government has allocated $123,000 for the festival,
including $36,000 in prize money
for the top three productions.

Competing in the
festival were more
than 40 shows in 15
Cairo area theatres.
Some artists participating in the
event said it was less about money
and more about unprecedented
exposure and a chance to demonstrate their artistic abilities.
“I am very happy that my work
is being presented on stage for
the first time,” said Ahmed Abu
Khangar, a playwright from Halayeb, on the border with Sudan.
“This is a real chance in all meaning of the word.”
Focusing on marriage traditions

in southern Egypt, Abu Khangar’s
play would have never been allowed into the festival’s earlier editions but was accepted this year after rules were relaxed. Titled Night
of Richness and Gold, the play looks
at marriage in a comic, yet decent,
way. It was awarded a certificate of
recognition from the festival jury.
“Theatre will thrive when freedoms are expanded. We must not
fear theatre. It is an expression of
the moment and as such will be political in nature. We need to protect
that and encourage youth to express themselves,” Abdel Moneim
was quoted as saying in comments
to Egypt’s Ahramonline website.
The festival also honoured a
number of artists, including prominent Egyptian actor Nour el-Sherif, who died last year.
Mona Kamal is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Abu Simbel, Egypt:
October 22nd

Twice a year during the Abu Simbel Sun Festival, people gather at
the Abu Simbel temple, built along
the banks of the Nile by Pharaoh
King Ramses II in the 13th century
BC, to see the sunrise provide a
unique show. The temple is situated so that twice a year — during
February and October — on the
anniversaries of the birth and
coronation of Ramses II, the sun
lights up an internal chamber. After viewing statues of Ramses and
Queen Nefertari, visitors celebrate
by enjoying food, the dance and
singing programmes arranged by
local residents.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

